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FUTURE UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT

That’s Infotainment!
E-AVB has arrived

ABS drives move to
cut road deaths

Lighter con rods
step up efficiency
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 JUST THINK: 

SIDE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

FOR EVERY CAR

IN BRAZIL.
TRW’s low-cost, scalable technologies are raising the bar of

safety worldwide. Cognitive Safety Systems from TRW can help

protect more drivers, passengers and pedestrians worldwide.

TRW’s Smart Thinking – the safety everyone deserves.

ADVANCED THINKING / SMART THINKING / GREEN THINKING  

http://cognitivesafetysystems.trw.com   
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Cash injection will fire

up automotive industry
Manufacturing and engineering have often

been overlooked industries in the UK, as

successive governments and the private

sector concentrated their efforts, in terms of

both manpower and finance, into service

industries.

It was, therefore, heartening to see that a

large tranche of the last round of the British

government’s £950 million (€1.1 billion)

Regional Growth Fund has been targeted at manufacturing and,

in particular, the automotive sector.

The headlines were grabbed by the likes of Bentley, Getrag-

Ford, Aston Martin and Lotus, but it was reassuring to see that

companies further down the automotive food chain, such

Calsonic-Kansei, Ceram Research, Federal-Mogul, TRW, MIRA

and Zytek also benefited.

It’s particularly good news for Lotus, as the grant will fund a

second factory and assembly line at Hethel, dismissing fears that

the sports car maker could go overseas for additional

production facilities.

When you include the likes of JCBamford, Cummins,

Cummins Turbo Technologies and Pirelli, it is a positive and

timely boost for the vehicle industry as a whole.

While this is obviously good news for employment in the UK,

it sends out a wider message to the European and, indeed,

global automotive industry that the UK is a good place to invest

in for manufacturing or to come to for world-class engineering

and innovation.

At present, manufacturing accounts for 11.1% of the UK’s

GDP and 74% of all business expenditure on UK R&D. Bentley,

for instance, is the 18th largest investor in R&D nationally and

the third biggest R&D investor in the UK’s automotive sector.

There’s plenty of innovation in this issue as well, including the

current status of advanced hydrogen storage technologies and a

European exclusive on Harman Kardon’s Ethernet Audio Video

Bridging (E-AVB); technology designed to enable different and

multiple networks within a car to communicate with each other.

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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Land Rover has given a glimpse of a range of

new technologies it is considering for use on

its DC100 Concept Defender replacement,

slated for launch in 2015/16, as well as other

models in its line-up. 

The aim is to reduce the challenges

inherent in on-road/off-road vehicle design,

such as traction-enhancing attributes, long

wheel travel, high ground clearance and soft

suspension, which are compromised in the

interests of on-road ride and handling. 

“The original Defender had adaptability

and versatility,” says Mike Boyd, Land Rover's

chassis and vehicle research manager, “and

we want to keep that, but with 365 days’

useability.” 

The idea is that the basic vehicle can be

up-rated with plug-in advanced systems. Chief

amongst these will be an enhanced version of

Land Rover’s Terrain Response system, which

takes the normal inputs of drag, slip,

suspension movement and steering angle,

engine and road speed, and uses a probability

matrix in the software to estimate what the

surface is and the best combination of engine,

transmission and suspension settings to

traverse it. “This is a patented Land Rover

development,” he points out. “It is being driven

now in our research vehicles.”

Ultimately, a twin camera set up at the

front of the vehicle could even predict the

surface before the vehicle arrives on it and

advise the driver how best to steer through a

boulder-strewn landscape, for example. 

Another development is using sound

navigation and ranging (sonar) to predict the

depth of water as the vehicle enters it. This

would enable the systems to prepare the

vehicle for fording by raising the suspension or

adjusting its attitude, for example. It could also

advise the driver of the most appropriate

speed and gear to negotiate the hazard and

warn if the water is too deep. 

“Wadeaid software detects the attitude 

of the vehicle and depth of the water,” he

explains, adding: “It is detecting the attitude of

the vehicle that is the key to making this

work.” Land Rover is also working with three

tyre suppliers on the development of a range

of new tyres, including airless, self inflating

and tyres that can pneumatically deploy

spikes. The auto spike versions carry ice

spikes below the surface of the tread blocks

with a tiny air pocket beneath, which can be

pumped up using the tyre’s air pressure. 

The company is also contemplating a

sophisticated, twin clutch-based freewheel

system, which would isolate drive to the rear

axle and its propshaft at steady speeds on a

To boldly go... 

Under the show’s bloodsucking lighting, Ford's

new Escape looked boxily anodyne. That ‘bold’

front seems as bold as a Walmart shopping trip,

but the company is clear about the savings it

has made, combining the development of two

vehicles – the North American Escape and

European Kuga – into one. 

Both vehicles share almost everything and,

according to Martin Smith, executive design

director of Ford of Europe, only small trim

changes will denote the Kuga version, which

debuts at next year’s Geneva Show. 

“It’s far more effective to make one vehicle

for two markets,” says Gunnar Herrmann, Ford’s

C-car vehicle line director. “We’re looking at

engineering efficiency savings of the order of

40% and a lot of that is in the reduced number

of prototypes we have to build. From an

investment perspective, this is basically a

copying process, so we are saving in the order

of 20% there.” He says another benefit is in the

technologies that Ford is able to offer on both

vehicles. “We would simply not be able to offer

a vehicle like this, if we were doing it for just

one market,” he says. 

The result is a telescoped development

timing, which has enabled Ford to roll out over

half of its proposed C-segment line-up across

the world in less than 18 months.

Ford slashes
development costs
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Ford’s SYNC synchronising system has

reached the hands of legislators in the US,

where the company is developing the idea of

health and wellness connectivity, which

connects through Bluetooth to a cloud-based

computing system. As well as the US Pandora

music recommendation service, Ford has

collaborated with a number of health-based

applications by issuing an application

programme interface (API) to the developers,

so the app works on voice activation with the

car’s SYNC system. 

One of these is an allergy alert app, which

is location based and gives geographical

information on pollen counts, ultra violet levels

and pollution counts. The other is a phone-in

service in the US, which gives information on

blood sugar management for diabetes

sufferers. “The stage of development has

proved it is possible,” says Alan Hall, a Ford

spokesman, “and we are now looking at the

market value for customers.” 

One glitch is that the car itself might be

seen to be going beyond its intended remit

and that’s currently in the hands of the US

Food and Drug Administration (FDA). “This is a

big part of our research,” says Hall. “We need

to check we aren’t getting ourselves into a

position where the car becomes a medical

advisor.” He says the aim is that the car would

just be a conduit for medical advice, rather

than an advisor in its own right, where it would

come under the strict jurisdiction of the FDA.

If the research gets the go-ahead from the

FDA, the health and well-being applications

might not stop there. One avenue of research

was seen in the Ford Evos concept, shown at

Frankfurt. 

“It’s far out there,” Hall accepts, “but you

could have a system that recognises high

smog or pollen areas and routes you around

them, maybe deploying a special air

conditioning filter or perhaps a UV filter on the

windscreen.”

Health checks on the move

Cadillac is on cue and promises intriguing new twists

Cadillac’s new XTS rolls out next year,

although the much vaunted promise of right-

hand drive for all models and diesel engines

is on hold at the moment – which would be a

shame, as this new BMW 5-series-sized

Caddy has some interesting twists on

existing technology, using cameras, radar

and ultrasonic sensors. 

As well as the now familiar adaptive

cruise control, low-speed collision braking,

intelligent braking assistance and collision

braking preparation, amongst others,

Cadillac has adapted the radar systems for

the blind-side recognition to warn of cross-

traffic at the rear of the car when backing out

of a parking spot. This even includes angled

parking bays, common in America. Visual

and audible alerts are triggered, if the car is

about to reversed into the path of an on-

coming vehicle. 

Also, the new XTS uses Cadillac’s CUE

(Cadillac User Interface), with a 20cm screen

in the centre console, steering-wheel

controls and a face plate below the screen.

Cadillac is claiming a couple of industry

firsts, including capacitive-touch control

interface and connectivity, which reduces the

amount of centre console buttons to just

seven (four of them for the radio). The

capacitive touch and gesture recognition

screen gives finger feedback when touching

it, although, like a number of these systems,

it is highly sensitive to just how you touch

the screen and doesn’t work when the user

is wearing gloves. 

LA Show News

motorway, for instance. “We would never

compromise the safety and stability of the

vehicle, but switching out the four-wheel drive

in some conditions could increase fuel

economy by up to 7%,” says Boyd, who adds

that this research path is also examining the

possibility of replacing the conventional rear

differential with two electronically controlled

clutches, which would control the drive and

allow differential wheel speeds when

cornering. 

The use of existing torque vectoring

systems is also being developed to enhance

off-road vehicle stability when traversing

slopes (by directing torque to the downhill set

of wheels) and for low-speed manoeuvring on

low-friction surfaces. 

There are a range of other technologies,

including a remote-entry key fob that could be

sewn into clothes or worn as a wristband

when swimming or surfing. This uses near-

field communication, encrypted to 128 bits, to

recognise and allow entry to the wearer.
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News in brief
Solar panel
breakthrough
Asola, which supplies Fisker with its solar

roof panel for the Karma sports saloon, is

claiming its next-generation solar panels,

featuring cells laminated between two

sheets of glass, will result in a big weight

reduction and is “close” to market. A

spokesman admitted it is talking to VW,

adding there is “global interest” in solar

panel technology for vehicle applications.

New slim Tyre Safety

System arrives
BorgWarner BERU Systems’ third-

generation direct-measuring Tyre Safety

System (TSS) features a new slim design,

with integrated antenna, and four wheel

electronic units that measure the central

pressure and temperature of each tyre.

Heat-resistant Ultramid
Ultramid Endure D3G10 is resistant to

heat ageing up to 220°C and suitable for

parts in the charge air system, including

intercooler end caps. With 50% glass fibre

and a tensile modulus of more than

17,000 MPa after ageing (measured in

accordance with ISO 527-2/1993), the

new material is almost 50% stiffer than

the D3G7 version.

Profile expanded
Siemens has expanded its industrial

software portfolio with the acquisition of

Vistagy, a leading US supplier of

specialised engineering software and

services, with an emphasis on designing

and manufacturing structures made of

advanced composite materials.

GM-TomTom deal
TomTom Connect is a semi-integrated

navigation system, tailored specifically for

Opel-Vauxhall products. As well as a

navigation system, it offers HD traffic and

dynamic routing, based on the latest

traffic situation.

Ford Hybrid project
Magnomatics, the Yorkshire-based high

technology company specialising in the

development of innovative electrical

motors, generators and magnetic

transmissions, has won a contract with

Ford for its revolutionary magnetic power-

split technology, which can efficiently

blend the mechanical and electrical power

in a Hybrid Electric Vehicle.

Aerodynamicists

formerly with Honda’s

defunct F1 team helped

in the development of

the new Civic five-door

hatch, according to

chief engineer Kazuo

Sunaoshi.

Main improvement

was to the lift balance,

which was “quite good”

in a straight line,

according to Sunaoshi. 

However, during

yaw or lane change, 

the rear lift increased,

which affected the car’s

overall balance and stability at around

120Km/h. To counter this, a full-length

undertray was fitted and a shutter grille on the

diesel models closes when the car is moving,

although it re-opens at speed to maintain

balance. The overall effect is a 10%

improvement in Cd over the

outgoing model’s 0.3. The

vertical strakes, pictured left, are

described as unique to the diesel

models and reduce emissions by

1g/kms, resulting in a class-

leading 110g/km for the 110kW

2.2-litre. Although Honda

engineers reduced the car’s

weight by 60Kgs over its

predecessor, half of this was in

the body structure where, for

instance, hot stamping of the 

‘B’ post allowed thinner gauge

steel to be used. 

This has been neutralised,

he explains, by new safety

structures, additional equipment and better

quality materials for reduced NVH; thinner cast

aluminium saves a kilo per wheel.

Honda is also claiming that its combination

of fluid-filled bushes and rear torsion beam

suspension is an industry first.

Balancing act is a winner 

November/December 2011

Lightweight, space-saving differential

Schaeffler’s INA division has launched a differential with increased torque capacity that, it claims,

is 30% lighter, while saving 70% more space than a conventional bevel gear differential. Instead

of using conventional differential pinions, the lightweight differential has spur gears, arranged as a

planetary gear set in one plane, as used in automatic transmissions.

“The lightweight or spur gear differential has enormous advantages,” explains Dr Tomas

Smetana, head of advance development at the transmission business unit. “We save up to 30%

weight, compared with a classic bevel gear differential, while creating up to 70% more axial

space, due to the streamlined design. In specific terms, this means a reduction in mass of up to

three kilograms per differential and 90 millimetres of additional space in the transmission.”

The narrow lightweight differential design also allows the use of new bearing concepts with

optimised friction, and makes a measurable contribution to reducing fuel consumption and CO2

emissions, claims Schaeffler. Moreover, the lightweight differential – beyond creating space for

hybrid modules – is also a key element for the innovative eDifferential. This combines an

electric drive with the option of controlling the drive power in

each wheel individually. The active electric

differential gives a significant improvement in load

transmission when travelling on split mµ surfaces.

It also supports the steering function by

facilitating torque vectoring. If eDifferentials are

used on both axles, this also enables the

longitudinal distribution of drive torques. Equally, it

is possible to intervene in driving dynamics

through selective power supply, instead of through

braking intervention and power reduction, as is the

case of ESP. Schaeffler would only say that series

production is “in the near future”.

Meanwhile, the company is also now working

on a dual clutch transmission, with a torque

capacity of 500-550Nm. Expected launch date is

some time in 2014.
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Federal Mogul has released two new interior lighting systems

that it expects to go into production in the 2012-13 timeframe,

according to its global director of lighting products, Linda Rivers.

The first technology is an efficient light-emitting diode

(LED) interior lamp that can be operated by the wave of a

hand. “With LED’s lasting the lifetime of a vehicle, the

mechanical switch is now a lamp’s weakest link,” she

explains. A touch-free dome lamp that integrates a capacitive

sensor into the vehicle’s overhead console is the first

application.

The capacitive proximity sensor functions by detecting the

hand’s conductivity as it enters a field set to function from

0mm to 80mm.  As the hand enters the field, the switch is

triggered by a change in capacitance, caused by the

conductivity of iron in the blood. 

The system continually monitors the environment to calibrate and

optimise performance and range. It even works when the operator is

wearing gloves, unlike competing technologies such as infrared proximity

sensors. The touch-free switch can also be programmed to provide

additional functions and personalisation options. 

Changes to the light’s intensity and colour, for example, could be

controlled by sliding or tapping a finger on the sensor. LEDs consume a

fraction of the energy of incandescent light sources – 0.5 watts, instead of

10 watts per source. Coupled with a lower lens heat of approximately

40°C, LEDs offer greater flexibility in lighting design. 

The second technology, NovaLens, is an ultra-thin interior roof lamp,

just 12mm thick, compared to conventional lights, 30mm, thus freeing up

a valuable 18mm of headroom. It also introduces new technology that

dissipates light over a wider area than the typical hot spot, which is a

feature of LEDs, adds Rivers. 

NovaLens incorporates unique geometric features that reflect and

refract the light from LEDs positioned at opposite sides of the lamp to

produce visually uniform illumination from the entire lens. 

The inner surface of NovaLens incorporates optical features that vary

in shape, depth and position, depending on their distance from the

nearest LED. The outer surface of NovaLens contains several parallel

optical flutes. 

Light from the LEDs is reflected from the optical features and is then

spread evenly by the flutes to deliver a uniform distribution of light over

the target zones.

Let there be light

News
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MIRA boosted by grant

MIRA, the advanced engineering, research and testing

facility, has received £19.4m (€22.6m) from the

Regional Growth Fund (RGF), established by the UK

government to boost business growth.

The MIRA Technology Park development will cover

87.5 hectares and comprise 155,000 m2 of developed

space, providing an ideal platform for transport

technology businesses to establish their research &

design operations. As well as providing R&D

operations for businesses from around the globe, MTP

will also be host to a new 43,000m2 state-of-the-art

engineering centre, featuring modern, environmentally

sustainable, office space for MIRA. 

Construction work has already commenced on the

first MTP building, which has been brought forward

and approved separately to the main master plan, to

support the current demand. Development work for

the rest of the MTP is scheduled to commence early

next year, with the phased upgrading of key

infrastructure, as well as construction of the first of

the new R&D centres.

The engineering firm’s aim is to create Europe’s most

advanced, independent transport technology

development, generating more than 2,000 jobs over

the next 10 years.
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In separate developments, Delphi and Denso have released new diesel injector systems

that improve efficiency and, in the case of Delphi, reduce costs.

Delphi is upgrading its common rail injector systems to 2200 bar line pressure and

refining its injectors to be more accurate, in preparation for Euro 6, as well as coping

with poor fuel quality, says the company’s application manager for diesel common rail

systems, Eric Piekkepoel. “Common rail is expanding into markets where the fuel isn’t

so good, so we need to address these issues.”

While its Piezo-based systems are ideal for challenging applications for specific

power output, the solenoid systems are, says Piekkepoel “very cost-effective

designs”. Future algorithm and mechanical developments will see further

improvements, with these including the use of 12 holes per nozzle, even though

the most used is likely to be only seven or eight. “There’s an issue when using a

larger number of nozzles that the glow plug might get sprayed, which increases

wear,” he explains. “The typical hydraulic separation of the injectors is around

250 m/secs and this is more than enough to provide two pilot injections, one

main and two post injections.”

Denso has developed a new, more simplified, engine control system. Called intelligent-Accuracy

Refinement Technology (i-ART), it features the world’s first closed-loop control system, so it

autonomously adjusts the fuel injection quantity and timing to their optimal targets, based on feedback

from injectors. This is achieved by equipping each injector with a pressure sensor that communicates

its fuel pressure to the engine ECU.

i-ART significantly reduces exhaust emissions and increases fuel efficiency, compared with

conventional open-looped technology that does not have feedback from the injectors. Each injector can

also adjust injections to meet target performance, even if the injectors deteriorate over time or if there

are differences in performances with each injector.

In company tests, the i-ART system installed on a 2-litre diesel engine not only complied with Euro

6 standards, but also increased fuel efficiency by about 2% over the previous control system. 

Students from Coventry University, UK, have been attracting

the attention of Mercedes-Benz Grand Prix, Mercedes-Benz

HighPerformanceEngines and Jaguar Land Rover, amongst

others, for a novel active suspension they developed for their

entry into the Formula Student championships.

Key components of the system, which were both compact

and lightweight, were produced layer-by-layer from titanium

alloy powder (Ti64) in EOS laser-sintering machines.

The new, active anti-roll system, the brainchild of student team member Tom Edwardes, consists

of two double-acting hydraulic cylinders, connected top to bottom from left to right. The actuators are

fixed at one end to the front suspension rockers and at the other end to the chassis. As one actuator

compresses, the opposite actuator also compresses. 

In this simplistic form, the system mimics an infinitely stiff roll bar, so a method of varying the

difference between the two actuators was required to allow roll resistance to be adjustable.

Two valve blocks were added in-line, each consisting of a piston and a spring. As the right-hand

cylinder compresses during cornering, the fluid is displaced into the right-hand valve block. The piston

compresses the spring, resulting in less fluid moving into the left-hand cylinder. This results in a

difference in displacement between the two actuators. The left-hand valve block moves downwards to

equalise the difference in fluid that is displaced.

Within the block are a piston, spring holder, spring and compressor. The latter can be used to

preload the spring within the holder, using a one-millimetre pitch thread, machined into the top half of

the titanium casing. This allows the roll resistance of the vehicle to be adjusted either by the preload or

by changing the spring. The unit has a bore of 30 mm, an overall length of 120 mm and weighs just

450 grams.

Injectors improve 
diesel efficiency

Fully automated parking via a

smartphone that doesn’t require any

driver input is now possible with Valeo’s

Park4U Remote. The driver can either

remain in the vehicle, without touching

the pedals or steering wheel, or stand

outside the car and, via a smartphone

synchronised with software compatible

with Apple-OS and Android, park the car

autonomously.

Biofuels credentials questioned

Greenhouse gas emissions from oil palm

plantations have been calculated to be

more than 50% higher in levels of CO2

emissions than previously thought.

The study from the University of

Leicester (UK) was conducted for the

International Council on Clean

Transportation (ICCT). The team established

the scale of greenhouse gas emissions from

oil palm plantations on peat at a value of 86

tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) per hectare

per year (annualised over 50 years) as the

most robust currently available estimate.

This compares with previous estimates of

around 50 tonnes of CO2. Emissions

increase further where the interest is

specifically in the short-term greenhouse

gas implications of palm oil production. For

instance, under the EU Renewable Energy

Directive, which assesses emissions over

20 years, the corresponding emissions rate

would be 106 tonnes of carbon dioxide

(CO2) per hectare per year.

Applied to recent International Food

Policy Research Institute modelling of the

European biofuel market, this implies that,

on average, biofuels in Europe will be as

carbon intensive as petrol, with all biodiesel

from food crops worse than fossil diesel

and the biggest impact being a 60%

increase in the land use emissions resulting

from palm oil biodiesel. However, bioethanol

or second-generation biodiesel from waste

cooking oil could still offer carbon savings.

n

y

Student’s suspension breakthrough
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More Driving Pleasure Less Emissions

Sensors from BERU Systems:  
fast and reliable.

www.beru.borgwarner.com feel good about driving

The BERU Systems high-temperature sensor (HTS) with platinum 

shunt resistor is distinguished by a short response time and high 

mechanical stability, operates within a measurement range from 
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thanks to the closed design – at insertion depths from 25 to 70 mm 

and bending angle from 0 to 120°.
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control, customized or standardized, in large and small batches 

at +49 (0) 7141 132-235 or technology@borgwarner.com.
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CVBernard Gilmont  

Bernard Gilmont holds a degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Ecole

Polytechnique de Louvain, a degree in Energy & Oil Products Engineering from

the IFP-School (Paris) and an Executive Master in Management from Solvay

Business School (Brussels). After a year spent in the electricity industry and five

years in the oil industry, he has been working for 11 years in the European

Aluminium Association (EAA). After having started up EAA activities focused on

commercial transport, he took over the management of the automotive and

building activities.

Gilmont today coordinates the advocacy for aluminium in both the building and

transport sectors, at the level of European institutions.
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“On average, every kilogram of aluminium in today’s cars

saves about 20Kgs of CO2 along the car’s lifespan and about

18Kgs during the full lifecycle, including production,

use-phase and end-of-life recycling.” 
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I
ron and its derivatives have

been the principle materials

underpinning the industrial

revolution since the late 18th

Century, and at the very core

of the automotive industry since

Benz built his first car and Henry

Ford industrialised vehicle

production.

Aluminium, on the other hand, is

a veritable upstart: it only

celebrated the double centenary of

its discovery in 2008, while it wasn’t

industrialised until 1876. Little

wonder, then, that prior to that

aluminium was considered a

precious metal more valuable than

gold or platinum. However, as

production increased, its value

steadily dropped and, in 1893,

aluminium was deemed sufficiently

inexpensive for the statue of Eros in

London’s Piccadilly Circus to be

cast from it.

Bearing this in mind, it is

probably not that strange to hear

Bernard Gilmont, the European

Aluminium Association’s building

and transportation director,

describe aluminium as a “very

young material”. Be that as it may,

this upstart has certainly caused the

steel industry to react vigorously,

with projects such as Ultra Light

Steel Auto Body (ULSAB), Ultra

Light Steel Auto Closures (ULSAC)

and Ultra Light Steel Auto

Suspension (ULSAS), which comes

as no real surprise to Gilmont. “In

my personal opinion, I think, if you

are a material that has been used

for many, many decades and is the

reference, and you see competition

like aluminium arriving, it’s easier to

be united against a common enemy.

If you see an opportunity, you want

to keep it for your own business.

“When a sector is under attack

and very well established on the

market, you make common projects

much more easily,” he adds,

referencing the lack of similar

projects from the aluminium sector.

This he partly attributes to suppliers

and OEMs working independently of

each other to gain market

advantage. “It could be that our

members are working with OEMs,

but, even if we knew, we couldn’t

say, because we’re in a very

competitive world. Let’s not forget

that aluminium is a quite young

material, so everything that comes

is a new application.”

Critics of aluminium are quick to

criticise its greenhouse gas (GHG)

credentials and point out that 1Kgs

of primary steel is in the range of 5

to 15 times more environmentally

friendly than aluminium –  a charge

that Gilmont strongly rejects. “The

range is not 5 to15, but 5 to 6, and

roughly 5. It’s that order of

magnitude. These comparisons

make no sense, in that, for the

automotive sector, you will never

compare 1Kgs of steel to 1Kgs of

aluminium. If you use aluminium to

replace a steel grade or other

material, you make it lighter,” he

argues. “You won’t replace it by

1Kgs, but by 600grams or

500grams of aluminium. Comparing

kilo to kilo makes no sense and

even less in the automotive sector.”

Gilmont goes on to explain that,

if aluminium would not bring any

weight-saving advantage for a

defined part, then it will not be

used. “Aluminium will only be used

in applications where it can bring

weight saving. Then you can

compare 1Kgs of something else

with 1Kgs of aluminium; for

example, if you save half the weight

of an engine block by using

aluminium, rather than cast iron.”

But if there is one aspect of the

‘aluminium versus rivals’ debate

that causes disputes, it is the

lifecycle element of its GHG

footprint and how that is measured

or determined. Rightly, Gilmont

describes all vehicles as “mines on

wheels”, given the percentage of

metallic content that can be

returned to its original state for

onward use. But, he argues, the

mere production of a material is

only part of a much larger equation.

“If we compare the lifecycle of the

material without talking about the

use phase and fuel saving, that is

only part of the story. Compared to

non-metallic materials, you know

that all metals are recycled and, if

you look at the end of life of the

vehicle, you have the material back

and, if that material substitutes

primary metal, then you see that

aluminium and steel are very

Automotive Design Interview

November/December 2011

Ascent of 
a young
upstart

In the ‘aluminium versus rivals’ debate, it is the lifecycle

element of its GHG footprint and how that is determined

that causes the biggest sparks, as Ian Adcock reports
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comparable. “If what you recycle is

the common point of metals and

you compare that to carbon fibre or

reinforced composites or whatever,

you’ll have the [metal] material back

at the end of the car’s life. That

makes a huge difference and that’s

a message we pass on to the

OEMs,” he says, “because, in their

communications, when they talk

about recycling, they just quote the

energy spent to recycle the

material. But they don’t quote the

fact that they generate material that

can be used to substitute primary

material, which represents a huge

environmental credit. You don’t

recycle just because you have to;

you recycle because there is a big

demand to have this material back

in the loop.”

He goes on to argue that this

isn’t just a fault with automotive

manufacturing, but society and

legislators in general; that recycling

is tomorrow’s problem. “In the

context of GHG, as a society we

14 www.automotivedesign.eu.com November/December 2011

Castings

10 Parts

AlSi10Mg 120 MPa

160 Parts in Total

Sheet Parts 

109 Parts

AA5xxx 150 MPa

AA6xxx  200 (150) MPa

AA6xxx 250 (200) MPa

AA7xxx 400 MPa

Extrusions

41 Parts

AA6xxx 320 (280) MPa

AA6xxx 200 MPa

AA6xxx 280 MPa

Prospects of Body Lightweight Design for EVs

Aluminium body is designed as state-of-the-art spaceframe, with two material concepts
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look at it in the short term and, in

some sectors, very short term. Most

of the time in the political debate,

people just look at emissions at the

beginning of the life of a product

and do not care so much about

what happens at the end of the life

of these products. 

“They see that as somebody

else’s problem, for another time.

This is the main advantage of

metallic materials; compared to

others, that is often ignored.

“We consider that metals used

in cars aren’t something you will

simply landfill at the end of the

products life, but rather the material

will be reused later.”

Which brings us neatly around to

the contentious issue – often voiced

by the steel industry – that different

grades of aluminium, sheet, cast or

extruded, need to be separated,

prior to recycling.

“What some people criticise is

that today’s quantity of aluminium

recovered from end-of-life cars is

usually directed towards castings

mainly in the automotive sector.”

However, he maintains there is a

very clear explanation for that. “If

you look at what’s being collected

as aluminium from end-of-life cars,

it corresponds to the aluminium

alloy mix that was put into cars

10 to 20 years ago and at that

time the majority was castings.

“The last study we made in

2005 showed that the

aluminium content in new

cars was still more than 70%

cast alloys and those that are

recycled in Europe are the

smallest models, not the more

luxurious models which are

exported. So we end up with a mix

that is, by a majority, cast alloys; so

that today separating the small

percentage of sheet or extrusion

alloys is simply not economical.”

Currently, the EAA, together with

Norway’s University of Trondheim, is

analysing the future of aluminium

castings/sheet recycling, the results

of which should be available in the

second quarter of 2012. 

“We are building a mass flow

analysis at the moment to be able

to tell in which timeframe the

quantity of aluminium used for

sheet and profiles will be high

enough, so that we would expect to

have further separation in the

recycling. But today that’s

impossible, due to the small

quantity of non cast alloys.

“We expect that, over time, the

percentage of non cast alloys will

increase and there will be a moment

in time in the coming decades – we

don’t know if that’s one, two or

three – where we’ll be able to

sketch various scenarios to predict

when further separation becomes

economically feasible.”

It is, he concedes, a chicken-

and-egg situation that depends on

the increased take-up of aluminium

sheeting in closing panels etc by

mass producers such as Ford or

GM, rather than niche products like

the Jaguar XJ or Audi A8.

Gilmont quotes a recent report

commissioned by the EAA from the

Institut für Kraftfahrwesen Aachen

(IKA). It concluded that, compared

to a state-of-the art steel reference

car, the remaining weight reduction

potential of aluminium was up to

40%, using the conventional car

body aluminium alloys and new

high-strength alloy variants, with

strength levels up to Rp0.2 of 400

MPa that are currently under

investigation. 

The study also assessed that the

remaining weight reduction

potential with intensive high-

strength and ultra high-strength

steel usage was limited to

approximately 11%. This relatively

low percentage is due to the fact

that 38% of the components

analysed were found to be highly

relevant for global stiffness, but had

low strength relevance in crash.

These components are not suitable

for efficient weight reduction, using

steel grades with higher yield

strength.

“The 40% car body weight

reduction potential with aluminium

is, of course, a long-term target,

but, in the short term, cars could

easily become 40 Kgs lighter, if they

were only using innovative, proven

and cost-efficient, lightweight

aluminium body components, such

as bonnets, wings, doors and

bumpers,” says Gilmont, before

ending with a compelling argument

for the increased use of this young

metal. “On average, every kilogram

of aluminium in today’s cars saves

about 20Kgs of CO2 along the car’s

lifespan,” he points out, “and about

18Kgs during the full lifecycle,

including production, use-phase

and end-of-life recycling.” 

Automotive Design Interview
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here are many components

that make organisations,

and especially professional

associations like SAE International,

run. Of course, the members are the

lifeblood of the organisation. They

provide the talent and expertise—as

well as the volunteer commitment—to

enable SAE International to remain a

world-class organisation.

But supporting the members and

the organisation as a whole is the

Board of Directors and its associated

committees and operating boards.

The board fulfils a legal

commitment—all non-profit

organisations must have one. But it

goes far beyond that. The board also

represents the interests of SAE

International. This spans a gamut from

setting strategic direction to providing

fiduciary oversight. Also, it includes

engaging in and ensuring long-range

planning, and the implementation of

strategies and goals. 

Interests and viewpoints

Drill down some and you find that the

Board of Directors monitors and

assesses the performance of SAE

International’s operating boards, and,

perhaps most importantly, the board

represents the interests and

viewpoints of the membership,

sectors and constituencies. 

SAE International’s structure also

includes six operating boards that are

directly accountable to the Board of

Directors and oversee the

organisation’s portfolio of

programmes, products, and services.

The operating boards include:

Education, Engineering Meetings,

Foundation Board of Trustees,

Membership, Publications and

Technical Standards. Similar to the

committees, the Board of Directors

has oversight over these groups not

only to ensure they remain focused

within their scope, but also to think

and plan beyond the current state

and look towards the future. 

Overall direction

The board establishes individual

governance policies for its operating

boards and committees, and works to

ensure that they stay focused on the

work they were tasked to do. 

The board’s concise Governance

Policy Manual captures SAE

International’s overall direction and

describes the roles of the

organisation’s board committees,

operating boards and staff.

As is the case with general

members who serve on committees

or planning groups, SAE

International’s Board of Directors

comprises volunteers who selflessly

give of their time and talents to help

further the cause of the organisation.

Their participation provides important

insight and expertise. Each year, SAE

International membership elects a

president, who serves as Chairman

of the Board and provides strong

directional leadership. In addition, the

organisation’s treasurer and sector

vice presidents offer valuable

leadership skills, along with

important industry perspectives. 

Annually, the Executive

Nominating Committee identifies

candidates for the board and officer

positions, ensuring diversity and

expertise to build on the past. The

2012 nominees have been selected

and the online voting process

opened on 1 November and went

through to 30 November. All SAE

International members were urged to

take part in the process – one that

helps to shape the future and

direction of the organisation.

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

“SAE

International’s

Board of Directors

comprises

volunteers who

selflessly give of

their time and

talents”

The foundation of
SAE International’s
operating structure

T

focus@sae.org
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A
few months ago, Britain

opened its first public

hydrogen filling station

at the Honda factory in

Swindon. However,

‘public filling station’ is something of

a misnomer here, since there’s just

one pump, the fuel is all contained in

pressurised bottles behind a wire

cage and you need to register an

account before any sort of filling

takes place.

Developing a robust and low-

cost proton exchange membrane

fuel cell, a safe and cost-effective

hydrogen infrastructure and sources

of renewable hydrogen fuel have all

posed massive difficulties, but talk to

any senior fuel-cell engineer and

they’ll tell you that on-board storage

is the biggest stumbling block. This

is in spite of the fact that, in 2009,

Toyota, Ford, Renault/Nissan,

Mercedes-Benz, Hyundai/Kia,

General Motors/Opel and Honda

signed a letter of understanding over

the introduction of fuel-cell cars in

Europe, which adopted gaseous

hydrogen, pressurised at 700 bar, as

the standard.

“We, at GM, firmly believe that

700 bar compressed hydrogen is the

right solution for the early

commercialisation of fuel-cell

technology in the 2015 timeframe,”

says Dr Ulrich Eberle, from GM’s

18 www.automotivedesign.eu.com November/December 2011

Will hydrogen
prove the

power broker?
Mercedes-Benz F125! concept revealed a novel storage solution

for hydrogen. Andrew English discovers if this fuel still has a future

as an alternative power solution 
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European Alternative Propulsion

Centre.

“Having gaseous storage like

this, while it may not necessarily be

the long-term future for on-board

hydrogen storage, is a good thing,

because it helps to develop an

infrastructure and to get people 

used to the idea of hydrogen,” 

states Dr Valeska Ting, a

postdoctoral researcher into

nanoporous hydrogen storage at 

the Department of Chemical

Engineering, Bath University. 

“If you want to move quickly, you

have to pick technology you know

about, so this does make sense,”

comments Dr Tim Mays, senior

lecturer in chemical engineering at

Bath and principal investigator of the

Engineering and Physical Sciences

Research Council’s UK Sustainable

Hydrogen Energy Consortium.

There are problems, however,

with 700 bar storage, not the least of

which is the expense, weight and

circular shape of the advanced

carbon composite and aluminium

tanks, which rob cabin space,

restrict range and raise costs. Honda

was keen to adopt 350 bar as an

industry standard. The FCX Clarity

carries 4.1kg or 171L of gaseous

hydrogen at 350 bar in a single tank,

which gives a range of 386km.

Honda is committed to the European

letter of understanding, but two

consecutive chief engineers on its

fuel-cell project, Yozo Kami and

Sachito Fujimoto, have publicly

stated that compressing the

hydrogen up to 700 bar reduces

overall system efficiency. 

This is at a vehicle level, although

Stewart Dow, packaged energy

manager for the Linde Group, says

that compressing hydrogen from 350

to 700 bar isn’t a significant factor in

energy loss. “Compression uses

energy,” he says, “but it is not that

significant. Zero to 200 bar uses the

most energy. Then you are only

talking about an order of three times

to get it from there to 600 bar and

our compression technology is fairly

efficient.” 

The logistics of the hydrogen

supply industry also mean the fuel is
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regularly transported as a liquid or

700 bar gas, and the output from

steaming it out of natural gas is

already pressurised at 12 bar and

more out of some electrolysers. Yet,

at a first principles level, there might

be better storage solutions. As one

scientist puts it: “These include

squashing it, squashing it some

more, liquefying it, soaking it up with

a sponge, pouring it into a solution

or freezing it onto something.” 

Mercedes-Benz  F125! concept

car, a fuel-cell hybrid, uses a

hydrogen fuel tank integrated into

the vehicle’s structure by using

metal-organic frameworks (MOF),

which are crystalline compounds

comprising metal ions. 

In MOF storage, hydrogen gas

molecules are transferred onto the

MOR’s surface (adsorbed) at

ambient temperatures and relatively

low pressures of 20 to 30 bar.

Mercedes claimed its MOF tank

offers an inner surface of up to

10,000m²/g on which to store

hydrogen and the F125! carries

about 7.5kg of hydrogen, for a range

in excess of 1000km.

“We are very excited by the

Mercedes,” says Mays, “especially

the use of MOFs for storage, and we

are extremely interested in finding

out more about how the technology

was practically applied.”

While most literature on MOFs

cites carboxylate-based compounds

such as MOF 177 as the most

promising, in energy density terms,

other materials are starting to be

taken seriously. “Some research

groups in the UK are looking at

porous polymers at the moment,

which have different advantages,

compared with the MOFs,” he adds.

Another storage medium that has

recently reappeared on the radar is

cryogenic hydrogen storage as a

liquid. BMW employed this

technology using 8kg (165 litres) of

cryogenic hydrogen, stored in a

Dewar flask at minus 253°C. The

German company has been

developing a hydrogen-burning V12

engine since the early 1990s. Here,

too, the cost and bulk of the flask

tanks have been huge issues, as

have the evaporation of the fuel and

the almost 55% loss of calorific

value, turning it from a gas into a

liquid. The latest development is to

compress the liquid in the flask to

increase fuel density, but Mays

remains cautious of this approach.

“The hydrogen density is high as a

liquid, but you still have the problems

of boil-off and the loss of energy in

turning hydrogen into a liquid and

keeping it in this state,” he says.

While the US Department of

Energy has set 2015 targets for

potential hydrogen storage systems

of a capacity of 40 g H2 per litre,

less than 10 minutes to refuel, 1,000

lifetime refuelling cycles and an

operating temperature range of 30 to

50°C, hydrides are lagging behind

these, particularly in respect of the

heat required to release the fuel. 

Researchers in the UK are also

concentrating on improving the

release of hydrogen from metal

hydrides – for example, via alloying

and using catalysts. “It might be that

there is no single solution for storage

and different storage technologies

will serve different niche

applications” says Nuno Bimbo, a

PhD student at Bath, working with

Mays and Ting. 

“For instance, we could use

metal or complex hydrides for

storing hydrogen in trucks and

November/December 2011

Dr Tim Mays: “While 

I don’t want to re-

oversell hydrogen, 

we are seeing some

promising and realistic

developments in storage

and I am quietly

confident.”

Hydrogen-powered vehicles are still a long way from production reality.
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porous materials to store hydrogen

in light duty vehicles.” 

But are the rules fair? Some

scientists have started to question

the DoE targets themselves. Yet

General Motors now compares new

storage technologies not with DoE

targets, but with existing 700 bar

gaseous storage system capacities

of 0.023kg of hydrogen per litre,

0.048kg of H² per kg and a refilling

time of three minutes. “Maybe the

DoE targets are too tough,” says

Bath University’s Mays. 

“They might be tough, but there

are other considerations,” comments

an unnamed source at Honda.

“America is crucial to the success of

fuel cells. California is the only place

in the world where you can lease a

fuel-cell car. It’s the DoE’s train set

and, whatever we think of it, we’re

going to have to play on it.”

Sodium alumate storage and

sodium borohydride storage

mediums, while never that promising,

are some of the most high-profile

victims of the DoE’s ‘stop/go’ funding

targets. Might the same fate await

the similar storage medium of

ammonia? This compound of

nitrogen and hydrogen is hydrogen

rich and can be reformed on board or

burnt in conventional ICE engines.

There’s already a massive supply

infrastructure for fertilisers and it can

be stored as a liquid or inert salt

tablets. “We are looking seriously at

this technology,” says Kwon Tae

Cho, a senior research engineer with

Hyundai. 

“Ammonia needs to be treated

carefully and still needs breaking

down to produce hydrogen,” Mays

says. “We’ve also seen urea from

animal urine suggested as a possible

fuel or hydrogen source. While these

ideas have their difficulties, it’s good

to think out of the box like this.”

Porous organic polymers from a

consortium of British universities and

activated charcoal made more viable

with new analysis methods from the

Massachusetts’s Institute of

Technology are this year’s models.

While some question America’s

commitment to fuel-cell research

under energy secretary Steven Chu,

who has systematically reduced DoE

funding for hydrogen research from

the levels at which it has been over

the last decade, other sources of

funding are opening. Described as

‘The Crown Jewels’ by Markus

Bachmeier, Linde’s head of hydrogen

solutions, the EU’s Joint Technology

Initiative on Hydrogen and Fuel Cells,

and Germany’s National Hydrogen

and Fuel Cell Technology Innovation

Programme (NIP), have provided

extensive funding for infrastructure

and storage research. “They’ve been

most helpful,” he says. 

“There’s been a variety of funding

since 2000,” says Mays. “For

example, through the UK Sustainable

Hydrogen Energy Consortium, there’s

£6 million across various projects

and probably a total of more than

£30 million on other hydrogen

research – this is generous and it is a

great start, but there could always be

more.”  In fact, a group of UK

researchers has recently bid for a

major funding change that may lead

to an effective national hydrogen and

fuel cell research programme.

“Hydrogen has been oversold in

the past,” states Mays. “It was over-

hyped throughout the 1980s and

1990s, and Steven Chu found himself

continually signing cheques with

modest results, as he saw it. We are

in a period of recovery from all that.

But climate change and energy

security were not the issues then that

they are now. While I don’t want to

re-oversell hydrogen, we are seeing

some promising and realistic

developments in storage and I am

quietly confident.”

November/December 2011
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Linde’s vision of a future hydrogen fuel station.

Steven Chu has been criticised for
cutting hydrogen funding in the USA.
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O
EMs are coming under

increasing pressure

from their customers to

offer ever-greater

amounts of technology

in their vehicles. The most obvious

examples are ‘connected’ services,

such as internet access and real-time

traffic data. The problem is network

convergence; multiple and different

networks – such as CAN, FlexRay,

LIN, MOST – with limited capacity to

connect with each other. The

proposed solution is Ethernet Audio

Video Bridging (E-AVB).

“E-AVB is the networking

technology that will enable more

capable, flexible and cost-efficient

systems by dramatically increasing

communications bandwidth between

ECUs,” explains Jeff Hutchings,

senior principal engineer at

infotainment supplier Harman. “It

does this while enabling multiple

network topologies, reducing the

number of cables and connectors

needed, and by simplifying and

lightening the wiring harnesses.

Moreover, E-AVB will enable the

convergence of infotainment data,

both audio and video, with body

electronics and telematics.”

Harman is playing a key role in

development of global standards for

E-AVB through the IEEE (Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers).

In partnership with other companies,

it has formed the AVnu Alliance, an

industry forum to promote adoption

of IEEE 802.1 to ensure commonality.

Key elements

E-AVB provides three key elements

necessary for high quality streaming.

First comes time synchronisation by

using 802.1AS Precision Time

Protocol. This enables all nodes

within the network to synchronise

their local clocks to a single

grandmaster clock, accurate to

within 100 nanoseconds. 

Secondly, it enables

‘deterministic latency’ between

nodes. In short, a transmitter can

guarantee a particular data packet

will arrive at a receiver at a precise

and predetermined time. Finally, E-

AVB provides end-to-end bandwidth

protection between nodes, so other

traffic on the network can’t interfere.

Harman has multiple patents

pending on the implementation.

“Being IEEE developed gives the

technology credibility and means

what we do is open information. But

it doesn’t tell us how to do it; that’s

Bridging the gap
In an Automotive Design exclusive, Richard Yarrow reveals the

next generation of interconnected infotainment technology
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Internet access in cars clearly has

road safety implications through the

risk of distraction. Harman has

developed a technology to help solve

that. Called Aha Radio, it’s a cloud-

based software platform which takes

your favourite online content – from

Facebook, Twitter, podcasts, music,

news, sport, traffic reports or

anything else – and plays it as audio. 

“Drivers directly access whatever

content they want, using their car

stereo, just like selecting AM or FM,”

explains Robert Acker, Aha’s general

manager. “This is accomplished with

a small applet on the car stereo. It

controls an app on a connected

smartphone that connects to the Aha

platform via its data plan.” The first

new cars with Aha-compatibility head

units will be launched next year.

Aha... a solution! In-car Internet access, without the distractions
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where we can put our ‘secret sauce’

and secure patents,” says Hutchings.

Ditching the existing electronic

architecture in favour of an all-new

one will lead to a richer infotainment

experience for the motoring public.

“It will allow the consumer to have

what they really want, which is all the

content from their home and

smartphone in their car,” he adds.

Roger Lanctot, a senior automotive

analyst with Strategy Analytics, a

global information company, thinks

E-AVB “will transform the industry,

because it brings a potentially

cheaper, faster solution to the thorny

challenge of transporting data and

video in the car. BMW is known to be

looking at it and has made powerful

statements about its importance, but

is not alone”.

Lanctot says Ethernet is growing

in a wide range of industries,

including aviation and industrial

automation. “That translates to lower

cost – for hardware, software and

development – versus the main

alternative, which is MOST. In spite of

increasing support for MOST, the

technology remains expensive.”

Harman, as supplier to various

OEMs under its Harman/Kardon,

Mark Levinson and JBL brand

names, believes it will be first to

market with E-AVB. It’s also working

on advanced consumer-facing

software that will benefit from being

based on such an architecture. These

can work outside E-AVB, but the high

levels of processing power required

means that is impractical.

Augmented sat-nav is one

example, which uses real-world

images of the road ahead, with 3D

route directions superimposed. On

the dashboard screen, they appear to

be floating in the sky over the route.

“The live video stream from a camera

behind the rear-view mirror goes into

the ECU where it’s processed and

overlaid with the GPS data. The 3D

modelled graphics are then embedded

into the video,” explains Hutchings.

Next-generation parking camera

technology also illustrates the

benefits of E-AVB. Called

SurroundView, it has a computer-

generated vehicle in the centre, with

a real-time, 360 degree view of the

immediate environment. Drivers can

even play it as a video, which rotates

the car and pictures to create a

‘walkaround’ simulation.

“SurroundView needs at least four

cameras, one in each door mirror,

plus one each at the front and back

of the vehicle. The fish-eye lens

warps the image vertically and

horizontally, but that’s de-warped

through image-processing

technology, then stitched together at

the boundaries using filtering

algorithms, so the pixels blend.”

However, the software has been

developed in-house, with no

collaboration, and patents are

pending. It’s expected to debut on

production cars around 2014-15.

November/December 2011

Surroundview displays a computer-generated 360 degree view of the vehicle.

Augmented sat-nav combines real-
world images with digital overlays.
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S
ince its introduction into

UK law at the beginning of

1996, the EMC Directive

has blended into the

background of electronic

design. While a few companies may

ignore its requirements, the vast

majority of engineers now adopt

designing, with EMC in mind as best

practice.

And such requirements pertain as

much in the automotive sector as

they do elsewhere. James Gordon-

Colebrooke, managing director of 

3C Test, says that, while EMC

regulations, as they apply to cars, are

changing ‘painfully slowly’, car

manufacturers themselves are

designing and testing to far more

stringent specifications. “There are

two guiding principles,” Gordon-

Colebrooke claims. “Vehicles

shouldn’t interfere with passers-by or

upset TV and radio reception, and

they should not cause interference

with equipment inside them.”

Tests are made of radiated

emissions – how much interference a

car generates – and of radiated

immunity – how resistant a car is to

external interference. When testing

radiated emissions, investigations are

carried out over the fm band and

most of DAB, plus the analogue TV

bands and mobile communications

from 30MHz to 1GHz. 

Greater span tested

“For radiated immunity,” he

continues, “we test from 30MHz to

2GHz, taking in the GSM bands. This

is a significantly greater span than

tests made in the commercial world.”

Tests for a CE mark require a field

strength of between 3 and 10V/m to

be applied. “For vehicles,” he says,

“it’s a minimum of 30V/m. We also do

in-car tests to make sure that, if

someone puts an antenna on the

vehicle, it won’t be upset by the

installation: for example, with a taxi.”

For passenger vehicles and for

motorbikes, EMC aspects are

handled by the Vehicle Certification

Agency (VCA), which issues type

approvals. But other vehicles need to

be tested. “For example,” Gordon-

Colebrooke continues, “there are

agricultural vehicles and

earthmovers. But they receive CE

marking against different standards.

Nevertheless, the technical

requirements are basically the same;

TESTING TIMES
As cars feature more and more electronics, emc testing is

becoming more stringent. Graham Pitcher investigates
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it doesn’t matter what vehicle it is,

the same tests apply.”

While the final assesment may be

on the vehicle itself, that will be the

culmination of a series of time-

consuming tests on its components.

“If it’s supplied with the vehicle –

original fit – a component doesn’t

need to be approved in its own

right,” he points out. “But something

fitted as an aftermarket part will

require CE marking.”

According to the VCA, all

passenger vehicles need full type

approval to Directive 72/245/EEC.

For aftermarket electronic sub

assemblies, two routes are available.

Those components defined as being

‘immunity related’ need automotive

type approval, while those said to be

‘non immunity related’ need to

conform with the EMC Directive and

to meet the Automotive Directive

2004/104/EC. Immunity-related

products are those which:

• Affect the direct control of the

vehicle 

• Affect the protection of the driver,

passengers and other road users

• May cause confusion to the driver

and other road users by optical and

audible disturbances 

• Affect vehicle data bus

functionality 

• Affect vehicle statutory data.

However, the Automotive

Directive is being phased out,

Gordon-Colebrooke notes. “In the

future, everything will need to be

certified to ECE Regulation 10.” This

is a United Nations’ requirement for

‘E’ marking road vehicles that has

similar demands to EMC Directive.

Regime change

The rise of the electric vehicle (EV) is

also bringing changes to the testing

regime; for example, encompassing

charging stations. “EVs also generate

conducted emissions,” he adds, “so

companies like 3C will also have to

test for dips, drop outs, harmonics

and flicker, alongside the normal

immunity tests.”

Gordon-Colebrooke says OEMs

are becoming more aware of EMC-

related issues and demanding

tougher tests. “Ford, for example,

requires components to be tested to

field strengths of 100V/m, while

Peugeot-Citroën is even more

rigorous, requiring tests at 200V/m.”

In terms of bulk current injection –

where current is injected directly into

the wiring loom – OEMs are working

beyond the general requirement of

60mA. “Chrysler, for example,

requires a 375mA bulk current

injection.”

Automotive companies are

changing their requirements on a

regular basis, because the

technology they are using is moving

rapidly. “So quickly that standards

can’t keep up with the changes,”

Gordon-Colebrook comments.

And it’s not just radiated fields

that companies such as 3C are

testing; there are a large number of

electrical tests, such as dips and

drop outs. “We’ll test over anything

from 10µs to 10s,” says Gordon-

Colebrooke, “to see what happens to

the equipment. For example, a drop

out of 800µs might see the

Testing and Validation
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Gordon Colebrook:

“There are two guiding

principles,” he claims.

“Vehicles shouldn’t

interfere with

passers-by or upset 

TV and radio

reception, and they

should not cause

interference with

equipment inside them.”
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equipment lock up and be unable to recover. So tests are

getting more sophisticated and we’re trying to locate

every single area that might upset a piece of electronics.”

Whole vehicle testing

With cars featuring more and more electronic systems,

the interference potential – from outside the car and from

within – is large. “It can be a real problem,” he states,

“and there’s a lot of work being done to protect these

frequency bands in the vehicle.”

In his opinion, the test requirements for automotive

products are as tough as for any military standard –

‘probably tougher’. “Some of the toughest EMC

regulations in the world apply to vehicles,” he notes, “and

all this is being driven by car manufacturers, who are, in

turn, being driven by customer expectation.”

While demands get more stringent, testing is also

getting harder. The reason? “There’s just so much radio

communications today that measuring EMC on an open

site – as we used to do in the past – is almost impossible.

To overcome this, 3C has invested in anechoic chambers.

Testing the whole vehicle is an essential part of the

process; when you put components together, they often

behave differently.”

More complicated

A further benefit of using a chamber, rather than an open

site, is that various road conditions can be simulated. The

chamber is equipped with features that allow systems

such as ABS and skid control to be tested. “This is

particularly important for EVs,” he claims. “We have to

make sure that drive units don’t interfere with radio and

TV reception. Their inverters are running at 400 to 600V

and generate enormous amounts of noise, which varies

with vehicle speed.

“One of the issues we have is that the specs to which

we’re testing are becoming more complicated, in terms of

how they’re applied; there’s a combination of levels,

bandwidth and scan times. Conventional test receivers

can’t do tests at an effective rate, so we’re moving to time

domain analysers. Using Fast Fourier Transform

techniques speeds testing times enormously.”

One thing is certain: that changes in regulations will

continue. “EV technology is relatively unknown,” says

Gordon-Colebrook, “and changes to the directive will

come as more knowledge is gained. And there will be

changes to standards as systems, such as adaptive

cruise control and collision avoidance, come in.”

But while there is an understandable focus on the

electronics that control the car, spare a thought for the

humble key fob. “It’s going to be an area where there will

be much more testing,” he concludes. “There’s so much

going on in the 433MHz band that people may not be

able to get into their cars, because of all the interference.”

Testing and Validation
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T
he need to reduce road

accidents and the number

of people who die as a

result has been at the

forefront of automotive

design for many years. However, it is

only more recently that electronics

technology has been applied to the

problem, with research teams around

the world working on ways to make

driving safer through providing driver

assistance.

One of the latest projects to

embrace the concept of driver

assistance is the European HAVEit

project – Highly Automated Vehicles

for Intelligent Transport. Project

coordinator Dr Reiner Hoeger from

Continental Automotive says the work

built on statistics that showed that

95% of accidents were driver related,

caused through misinterpreting

information.

In his view, two possible solutions

were available: “We could get rid of

the driver completely, but that raised

legal and technical obstacles, or we

could provide driver assistance, so

they are more capable of dealing with

particular situations.

Smart package

“We wanted to remove mundane

tasks from the driver, but not to

overload them with information. For

example, cars already have lane

departure systems, which are

valuable, but they only inform the

driver of something. This adds to the

overload; the next logical step is to

allow the systems to do things for

themselves.”

HAVEit was not concerned with

the development of new sensor

technology; rather, it was more

interested in using existing technology

and packaging it more smartly. “We

wanted to find ways to partition work

between the driver and the system,

but there was a lot of work to be done

in making sure that people

understood the system,” he states.

One of the first steps was to

define vehicle assistance and to

understand people’s expectations of

what such systems might offer. “This

helped us to define different modes of

operation and to make sure that

drivers are still aware of what the

vehicle can do,” he notes. “In order to

avoid confusion, we developed a

generic interface to keep the driver

informed about which mode the

vehicle is in. We then had to decide

how to bundle the functionality to

bring value to the driver.”

Three top level objectives were:

the development and validation of

next-generation driver assistance

systems, with higher levels of

automation than currently available;

optimum interaction between the

driver and the system, with different

degrees of automated driving

available; and the development and

validation of a scalable and safe

vehicle architecture that includes

advanced redundancy management.

Automation reliance 

HAVEit has developed seven

applications for cars and trucks, all

aimed at enhanced safety, comfort

and fuel efficiency. The applications

fall into two groups: highly automated

driving and safety. 

Amongst the topics addressed 

by HAVEit were: automated queue

assistance; construction site

assistance; temporary autopilot; 

and active green driving. 

One of the problems that was

encountered by the project was the

potential for drivers to rely on too

much automation. “An important part

of our work was to make sure the

driver knows what mode the car is in,

but equally to ensure the driver

doesn’t rely too much on the system

and start doing something else,”

Hoeger points out.“So there is a

driver monitoring system to avoid

misuse. We can’t allow drivers to say

they’re too tired to drive and use an

automatic system.”

Several strategies are available:

for example, a warning telling the

driver to take back control. “If the

driver doesn’t do this,” he continues,

“then other strategies are available.

November/December 2011

Integrating

Graham Pitcher reveals how a European project takes

another step towards completely automated cars
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For example, braking – so the driver

knows the system is trying to

communicate.” But he acknowledges

also that a driver may not be able to

take control. “In that case, we have to

implement a minimum risk way to

bring the vehicle to a defined stop,

depending on the situation,” he

points out. Hoeger admits that the

strategies need further development.

“We’re not at the final stage, but we

have designed the system so that it

can be enhanced.” The system

assesses the environment and an

arbitration unit decides whether the

driver’s wish can be executed

without danger. “Another

approach,” he continues, “is to

check whether the sensing system

is reliable enough and is the driver

in a suitable state where automated

driving can be offered.”

Another HAVEit use case is

assistance through roadworks.

“More than 50% of people are

uncomfortable here,” he comments,

“and an automated solution can

help to keep traffic flowing. An

experienced driver may not have a

problem being 20cm away from a

concrete barrier; others may think

it’s too close.”

Distance control

“We can help by keeping that

distance automatically and by

stopping the car when the car in

front stops, accelerating when the

traffic speeds up and so on.”

A similar system is aimed at

truck drivers in traffic jams. “It’s

boring, but the driver has to be

aware,” he says. “This provides

longitude and latitude control at

speeds of up to 30km/h.”

Based on information from a

range of sensors, the system

Electronics
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intelligence

One of the areas investigated by HAVEit was driver assistance

in roadworks, maintaining proximity to a barrier and holding

a given distance from the car in front
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decides the appropriate

acceleration, deceleration and

steering, as well as driving speed

and steering activity. 

The vehicle is controlled

automatically, following the queue

and staying in lane. The driver’s

alertness is monitored by an

onboard camera and a warning is

issued, if it appears they are getting

drowsy or distracted.

While the HAVEit project has

now concluded, there are plans to

move the developments forward.

“We’ve proved our goals are

possible with today’s technology,

but a lot more work still needs to be

done to make it reliable enough to

prove the system will always do

what it says it will,” Hoeger notes. 

“We will be looking to fine-tune

the driver system, but will also have

to do more work with people and to

start discussions with stakeholders,

such as insurance companies.” He

also points out that work will need

to be done, if the system is to be

usable in urban areas.

Future challenges

While much of the technology used

in the demonstrators has been ‘off

the shelf’, he believes challenges

for the future lie in developing

suitable algorithms for integrating

sensor data and modelling the

environment. “And we need to

develop algorithms that can drive

the car,” he adds. “During

automated driving, the vehicle’s

actions must not surprise the driver

and there is more work to be done,

because automated driving is 50%

HMI related.”

The project’s work was

demonstrated in a final event, held

in Sweden. Seven vehicles were at

the event, separated into two

groups. Four showed driver

assistance systems: automated

assistance for roadworks and

congestion; a temporary autopilot;

automated queue assistance; and

active green driving. The other three

vehicles showed designs and a

migration strategy for highly

automated driving. 

“In view of increasing traffic

density, the growing flood of

information available to drivers and

the rising average age of the

population,” Hoeger concludes,

“highly automated vehicles will

characterise the future of mobility. 

“Automation will relieve drivers

of some of the stress of driving, 

as it guides them through traffic

more efficiently, using much more

environmentally-friendly technology.”
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Fig 1: The HAVEit general vehicle architecture
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level, and to generate the motion control vector. C3: Execution layer to perform the motion control vector. C4: HMI layer to
assess the driver state and to integrate the driver in the automation system.
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W
ith stringent fuel

economy and CO2

regulations arriving,

powertrain

designers are

investigating new ways to improve

engine efficiency through friction and

mass reduction. One key contributor

to the friction of an engine is the

mass of its connecting rods, conrod

bearings, pistons, piston pins and

piston rings. By reducing their mass,

the engine’s mechanical efficiency

can be improved, says Mahle’s Dipl.

Ing. Michael T. Lapp, head of engine

component development. 

Mahle has recently completed a

project to demonstrate the

advantages of an ultra-lightweight

connecting rod (ULWC). 

The platform chosen for the

conrod design optimisation was

Chrysler’s 3.6l Pentastar V6, rated at

218 kW at 6,200 rpm and 353 Nm at

4,000 rpm. The original conrod is a

Mahle 36MnVS4 micro alloy, forged-

steel unit, designed to have a

minimum fatigue safety factor of 1.6

in the shank and, at 548g, is already

lightweight. Four iteration steps

resulted in a 27% weight saving over

the original. 

Lightweight 46MnVS6 is a fine-

grained ferritic-pearlitic micro alloy

forged steel, with a mean fatigue

strength of 496 MPa at R = -2.5. This

is about 20% higher in strength than

premium 3% Cu powder forged

alloys. 

The ULWC has several advanced

design features: at the small end, a

bushing-free stepped design with

optimised pin bore profile, clearance

and surface finish is used. The pin

bore features hydrodynamically

optimised forged-in oil pockets

(patent pending). 

In the shank, an I-beam design is

used, with a 4:1 ratio between the

oscillating and cantilever moduli of

inertia. By optimising the cross

section of the beam, the buckling

stress (and therefore critical buckling

force) of each plane during operation

is equivalent to reduce significantly

the risk of buckling. 

The web thickness of the shank

November/December 2011

Saving weight saves fuel

Removing mass from engine

components yields gains in fuel

efficiency across the power range

Mahle has progressively reduced the
mass of the con rods.
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beam is only 2.3 mm and the edge

radii are 1.5 mm – the absolute

minimum for current forging process

limitations. 

The beam section transitions into

the big end’s closed bolt holes to

maximise bore housing integrity,

reduce bore distortion and eliminate

the notch factor of a through hole.

The big end of the conrod features a

fracture-split design, high-strength

torque-to-yield fasteners and

intelligent distribution of material,

providing maximum stiffness and

minimum mass. 

The profile of the pin bore and the

stiffness of the small end were

optimised to distribute the surface

pressure evenly, while maintaining a

lubrication boundary between the

piston pin and conrod small end. 

As a result of finite-element

analysis, the fatigue factor is

minimised in a large portion of the I-

beam, since the loads are evenly

distributed over the beam section.

The absolute minimum safety factor

of 1.20 occurs in this large-portion I-

beam section during the maximum

gas pressure case. 

The optimisation of the big end is

based on deformation, rather than

fatigue, as the integrity and stiffness

of the bearing housing is an integral

factor in the bearing’s life. With the

mass reduction of the shoulders, as

well as the cap rib, the big end of the

optimised design was more

susceptible to deformation than the

current design. 

For the small end, a targeted

deformation is part of the design. This

is not enough to induce fatigue

failure, but is of sufficient magnitude

to improve pin bore hydrodynamic

conditions by introducing oil to the

joint. This is accomplished in tandem

with the oil pockets, which effectively

draw in oil that is splashed up to the

joint. Another concern was the I-

beam’s buckling strength. Although

calculations showed the safety factor

to be well above 1.2, further testing

was required for validation. 

No buckling occurred when two

conrods were loaded to a maximum

of 80 kN in compression, 45% above

the nominal load. A 250hrs modified

durability test cycle, with the engine

cycling between 4,000 and 6,000 rpm

wide-open throttle, was performed,

with no issues. 

If the bores of the optimised

design suffered excessive

deformation, it would result in

scuffing in the small end, prematurely

wearing the crank-end bearings.

However, post-test traces of the small

and crank ends resulted in almost

perfectly round housings, exceeding

Mahle’s production specification. 

The ULWC design for the Chrysler

3.6-L V6 achieved a 27% mass

reduction, lowering the assembly

mass from 548 to 400 grams.

Advanced calculation and numerical

simulation demonstrated the design

has a minimum fatigue factor of 1.2,

while the bolted joint integrity remains

intact and the pin bore is not under

severe risk of wear. 

The 148gram mass reduction from

each conrod has significant effects on

reciprocating mass and reliability. As

the connecting rods mass has been

reduced, the counterweights,

crankshaft, bearings, piston pins and

other components can also be

downsized. 

The effect of this conrod mass

reduction in a six-cylinder engine can

result in a total engine reciprocating

mass reduction of up to 2 kgs. 

Materials
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I
t’s a sobering thought that, by

2030, road traffic accidents as

a cause of death will have

overtaken various cancers,

diabetes, heart disease and

HIV/AIDS, climbing from ninth in

2004 to fifth in the global statistics.

So it should come as no surprise

to learn that governments around the

world are aggressively tackling this

alarming growth in road injuries and

fatalities. While much of this increase

is due to the rapidly increasing

mobilisation of emerging markets

and the BRIC nations of Brazil,

Russia, India and China, the USA,

Europe and Japan are also making

concerted efforts to reduce traffic

related injuries and deaths. 

Japan is targeting to have ‘the

safest roads in the world’ by around

2015, while the European Union

wants to cut road deaths in Europe

by half in the next decade. While

Brazil is making ABS mandatory in

2014, China – which Josef

Pickenham, TRW’s vice president

braking engineering, sees as “the

dominant market” – could go 

beyond that.

“The next stage of safety

developments will involve the

adoption of intelligent solutions in

established markets and a much

compressed timetable for the

adoption of safety systems in

emerging markets,” stated

Pickenham, speaking at a recent

technical seminar and demonstration

day. With this aggressive adoption of

safety systems, it’s hardly surprising

to learn that they accounted for 89%

of TRW’s 2010 sales of $14.4 billion.

Cost factor

However, as Martin Thoone, TRW’s

vice president of global electronics

engineering emphasised, the universal

adoption of electronic safety

technologies will only be achieved, if

the systems are cheap enough,

especially in inexpensive cars that will

be the staple diet of many BRIC

consumers. “Today, electronics

represent 25% of the cost of an

average car and that will increase to

29% in three years. In premium cars,

the percentage is even higher.”

Optimising the cost of

components like 24GHz radar, and

intelligent use of existing sensors and

systems, together with higher levels of

integration, will help contain costs and

allow OEMs to install accident

mitigation systems across a wide

product portfolio in Europe, North

America, the Far East and the BRIC

nations. Here are some of TRW’s

future technologies that the supplier

hopes will lead to safer motoring in

the near term.

Mortal combat

Governments worldwide

are battling against the

number of deaths and

injuries on their roads,

which are now soaring

to worrying new highs.

Ian Adcock reports

November/December 2011

Josef Pickenham: “The

next stage of safety

developments will

involve the adoption of

intelligent solutions”
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Active buckle lifter

At first sight, this might not appear to

be much of a safety development.

However, by raising the buckle up to

70mm to meet the occupants as they

sit, this improves accessibility in

vehicles with large centre consoles

and benefits occupants with

restricted mobility.

With its dynamic support mode

that will retract the belt by up to

40mm, it secures the occupant into

the seat under hard cornering with

higher lateral forces. The belt can also

be linked into the automatic

emergency braking system for pre-

tensioning, prior to an impact. In

practice, the tightening belt feels less

intrusive than the reel-based systems,

which have a tendency to pull on the

shoulder. It would also likely feel more

comfortable to women.

Future brake system

Reviewed in Automotive Design’s IAA

report, Future Brake Systems (FBS)

eliminates the traditional vacuum

booster, replacing it with a rapid

brushless motor developed from

TRW’s electric power-assisted

steering. Up to 4Kgs lighter than a

conventional brake system, it also

offers packaging benefits in both ICE

and hybrid or electric vehicles.

Under test conditions, there’s little

perceptible difference in pedal feel

between electric or vacuum assisted

brakes and, of course, the OEM can

tune the feel to its own brand identity. 

The big differentiator is under

emergency stops where the brakes

react more rapidly, initiating the ABS

earlier and, just as importantly, the

same brake pressure is always

delivered, irrespective of how hard

the pedal is depressed.

It all makes sense

A hybrid indirect TPMS that combines

sensing technologies to provide

automatic location functionality was

also revealed. It achieves its lower

cost by using four basic wheel-

mounted sensors to monitor

individual tyre pressure, but

eliminates the need for electronic

initiators that, up until now, were

required to locate under-inflated tyres.

Instead, it uses the ABS sensors and

unique software to determine tyres at

the incorrect pressure and then notify

the driver via warning lights in the

instrument panel.

November/December 2011

Audi is one OEM
testing the Active
buckle lifter, but 
in a rear seat
application. 

Hybrid Tyre Pressure Monitoring is
becoming increasingly common.

Martin Thoone: “The

universal adoption of

electronic safety

technologies will only be

achieved, if the systems

are cheap enough”
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W
e like automotive...

it makes us work

hard,” enthuses

Chuck Grindstaff,

CEO and CTO of

Siemens PLM Software. “Automotive

exercises every facet of what we do

and is by far the most demanding

sector we work in, primarily due to

two things: the diversity of the

product range and the complexity of

the engineering behind them. The

automotive industry has to hide all of

that performance and function inside

an aesthetic structure – and it is the

myriad of ways that this can occur

that gives designers the challenges

they face.

“Other industries face these

challenges individually – such as

aerospace and marine,” he continues.

“Although they may win in the

complexity stakes, the production

runs and product variation are limited;

while electronics face mass

production issues, but with relatively

lower complexity. 

“It is fair to say that the

automotive industry sets the baseline;

other industries think they are trend

setters, but it is the car industry that

defines a lot of what we do.”

Power and efficiency

Addressing customer needs, many of

which stem from the automotive

industry, the company announced

two recent product upgrades at the

PLM event. The latest release of NX

(NX8) now includes more powerful

and efficient modelling, drafting and

validation solutions, along with

expanded HD3D support for better

design decisions. 

Of particular interest now is the

ability to split parts into ‘sections’ that

can be worked on individually by

separate designers and then

recombined – introducing concurrent

engineering into complex single

assemblies. Other highlights include

expanded HD3D and design

validation, synchronous technology

enhancements and improved feature

modelling.

Tecnomatix 10, the company’s

digital manufacturing solution, was

also announced, which now includes

a new, more intuitive user interface,

presenting information in-context to 

a more integrated product-to-

production environment and a new,

direct connection to machine

controllers, which will help eliminate

errors before they are discovered on

the shop floor.

Vital feedback

“Feedback from customers is vital in

our product development,” Grindstaff

explains. “Our customers give us the

suggestions that result in the

incremental improvements that you

see in our software; effectively

refining and extending the paradigm

within the system.

“What we did a few years ago,” he

elaborates, “is take a step back and

approach the software from its

fundamental principles. The big

question was: ‘Is parametric the way

to go?’ We asked the question of

ourselves: ‘What if we went in a

different direction?’ Our new approach

is different, but not so much so that

we upset our customers with the

complexity of a completely different

look, feel and way of working.

“The evolution of CAD and PLM is

analogous to the change over from

steam to the petrol engine,” he

explains. “The first petrol engines

were not all that spectacular; it took a

lot of development to get them to

where they are now. 

“I feel it is the same in the CAD

industry, as software can only get

better and I think we have only

scratched 10% of the surface when it

comes to the capabilities of our

synchronous technology. The big

issue is finding the balance of new

features versus the usability of the

software.”

In his keynote speech, Grindstaff

elaborated on the features-versus-

function argument and how he thinks

that synchronous technology will

ultimately provide the differentiator.

“As more functionality is added to

software to cater for the growing

needs of the market, you face the

issue of the complexity hindering its

use effectively – with very steep

learning curves.”

Active workspace

To counter this, Siemens PLM is

introducing Active Workspace, which

is designed to improve the quality

and fidelity of the visual information –

by creating a visually immersive and

personal work environment. At its

November/December 2011

THE RIGHT

connections

“
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centre is advanced search

functionality. What this will do is allow

the designers to enter keywords,

much like using Google, and then

locate items within that design that

match the keyword.

Visualisation has been enhanced

with traffic light-like colour coding to

give designers an instant and visual

indication of any assemblies or parts

that still have issues associated with

them. Users are presented by a flat,

but multi-layered, environment with

visual keys that will allow them to drill

down to get more information. 

Not only that, but chat windows

and collaboration notes can also be

overlaid and multiple report formats

presented, covering people, parts 

and specifications. “The whole idea is

that we want people to have access

to the same level of design and

collaboration data, but for them to

feel like it is a trivial journey to get

even the most complex information. 

“The biggest evolution that we 

will see over the next few years will

be the user experience and our 

Active Workspace concept is a great

starting point.”

Question Time
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At the recent

Siemens PLM

Connection

Europe 2011

event in Linz,

Austria, Mark

Fletcher caught up

with Chuck

Grindstaff, CEO &

CTO of Siemens

PLM Software, to

find out how the

company is

evolving its

products 

to better cater for

the diverse needs

of the automotive

industry
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P111896

SAE eBooks are now available to you by subscription to SAE’s Digital Library, the most comprehensive 
resource for the mobility industry with more than 175,000 technical papers, standards, books and related 
publications—from SAE and other organizations.

Buy access to the entire eBook library (nearly 250 titles!) or choose from any of the following technology 
bundles of ebooks:
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 now available in the SAE Digital Library!

Try it now!

Access the free demo at digitallibrary.sae.org today!

For more information and 
pricing, contact:
-�Ê
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1-888-875-3976
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E-mail: customersales@sae.org

P111935

 Targeted. Current. Convenient.
SAE Subscriptions are designed for companies, organizations, and individuals who routinely need 
comprehensive, current information on key topics in mobility engineering

SAE Subscriptions offer: 
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automatically updated to refl ect new or revised documents 
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Try it now! 

See for yourself how easy it is to fi nd what you need in SAE Subscriptions. 
Visit subscriptions.sae.org/quicksearch and enter a search term(s) in the box.

For a complete listing of Subscription titles visit subscriptions.sae.org
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Proprietary artificial vision technology

assists drivers in their routine driving

tasks by acting as a ‘third eye’

60 second interview
I s a a c  L i t m a n ,  C E O  M o b i l e y e

M
obileye is now embarking on developing sensing systems

that do away with the need for radar fusion. The EyeQ2,

which uses CMOS 90nm-micron technology operating at

332Mhz, is six to eight times faster, because it has more of our

proprietary cores that allow simultaneous processing and

analysis. Right now, we’re working on a platform based on EyeQ2

that can deliver technology like forward warning vehicle

detection, as well as motorcycle, pedestrian or bicycle

detection, in addition to lane departure warning, high/low beam

detection and traffic sign recognition on the same platform. So,

by 2013-14, you will see city braking collision mitigation by

vision only.

“Whilst stereo camera systems have a big advantage, in that it’s easier to get

depth of field, the detection range is shorter, and they need individual and joint

calibration. With a mono camera, we will move to EyeQ3 and a higher definition sensor,

with a better range of detection; currently, we can detect within 80-100 metres range.

With the new system, that will increase to 150 metres - the same as radar.

ALL THE BENEFITS

“Mobileye is also developing a system called ‘Stereo Assist’.

The idea behind this is that you can have a stronger camera

and assistance from a second cheaper camera that isn’t

calibrated with the first. It j
ust gives assistance with depth

of field, so you don’t lose the range. It also uses the same

processor and hardware, which helps with costs; so you get the

benefits of a stereo system, with the cost benefits of a mono. 

“With a high resolution sensor and stereo assist, our

tests show that mono and stereo assist exceed twin camera

systems. A single camera detects a car within the range of 120 metres and 35°. With this

new system, a vehicle at night can be detected from 400 metres and more.

“In future, applications using artificial intelligence will allow the system to

recognise new subjects and, if we then interconnect with other cars, they will learn

from each other, constantly updating their databases.”

The transition from light to dark – eg, into and out of a tunnel – is always a

challenge, but Mobileye believes it has this beaten: “We employ a unique algorithm with

Automatic Gain Control and, by using multiple exposure taking 12 frames per second and

four different exposures, we get 48 images per second. In daytime, more data is taken

from short exposures, but also from long ones, as the camera could be in shadow – like

auto white balance on a digital camera. It takes less than 10-100 m/secs to adjust to

in/out of tunnels, depending on circumstances, and it works the same way at night.”

“

“Our tests show

that mono and

stereo assist

exceed twin

camera systems”
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A three-dimensional manikin that provides the physical representation of driver H-points, the H-Point Machine 
(HPM) is used to defi ne and measure vehicle seating accommodations. Offering a defl ected seat rather than a 
free seat contour as a reference for defi ning seat space, it is a vital tool in the design of interior packages.

Available through SAE International, the HPM is used in conjunction with SAE Standard J826 and is currently 
referenced in various federal and international regulations including NHTSA’s FMVSS in the US and ISO 
standards.  Utilized in testing for compliance to such regulations involving impact/crash, head restraint, or vision, 
it is the required safety certifi cation tool for vehicle production in many countries around the world.  Additionally, 
those who need to locate seating reference points and torso angles as reported by manufactures employ the 
SAE H-Point Machine.

And for advance design and research applications, the HPM-II is available, which includes reformed shells for a 
consistent and reliable fi t in bucket seats, an articulating back for lumbar support measurement, and the ability to 
measure the H-point without using legs resulting in simpler installation.

Improve interior package design, increase 
vehicle safety, and ensure international 
compliance with the SAE H-Point Machine 

Contact: 

SAE International Customer Service Phone:  
1-877-606-7323 (U.S. and Canada only);  
1-724-776-4970 (outside U.S. and Canada) 
Email: CustomerService @sae.org

NHTSA’s head restraint regulation is now 
fully in effect.  That means, in the US and 
Canada, front—and now rear seats—must 
meet FMVSS 202a.  NHTSA is also 
encouraging the EU and UN ECE to 
adopt similar regulations.  

To meet FMVS 202a, a head restraint measuring device is attached to the 
SAE HPM.  It is recommended in revised SAE Standard J826 Nov 2008 that 
a separate and unique HPM and HMPD for head assessment be used to 
eliminate any measurement variability that the HRMD may introduce. 

Ensure North American compliance and be prepared for changes 
in EU/UN ECE regulations.  Consider a second, dedicated SAE 
HPM—one for conventional HPM measurements and one for head 
restraint assessments. 

View video at 

store.sae.org/ea/hpoint.htm

Is one SAE HPM enough?
If your company tests and certifi es 
to FMVSS 202a, it might not be.

P111898
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T
he Chevrolet Volt is a familiar

sight and a common topic of

conversation in North America;

start-up automakers Fisker and

Tesla are making headlines

with their battery-powered sedans and

sports cars, and, in the US, Europe and

Asia, the Nissan Leaf is on ordinary

buyers’ agendas as a plausible small car

choice. There can no longer be any doubt

about it: electric cars have now made that

crucial transition from speculative motor

show stand candy to serious showroom

propositions. The engineers’ promises and

the designers’ visions are being put to the

test in the real world by real consumers. 

It could prove to be the biggest

technology shift the auto industry has ever

experienced and its ramifications will be

felt at all levels of the business. 

Take the professional engineering

community, for instance: the lead debate

in this year’s SAE Global Drivetrain Virtual

Summit on December 7 (www.sae.org/

events/globvirt) is billed as “adjusting

drivetrain design for EVs and hybrids,”

with further topics such as understanding

environmental performance also high up

the running order. 

At least half a dozen major

automakers have committed themselves

to selling battery-powered models in

volume from next year onwards. The

industrial muscle is clearly in place and the

Renault-Nissan alliance, intent on leading

the global market for electric cars, is

installing manufacturing capacity for

500,000 traction batteries a year. 

Suppliers, too, including Getrag, ZF,

GKN, Schaeffler, Zytek and many others

have extensive ranges of dedicated

electric drivelines, and electronics

specialists have evolved increasingly

sophisticated energy management control

systems for this new genre of vehicle. It

was originally thought that battery electric

vehicles would be electronically complex,

but mechanically simple; the motor, with

full torque available from zero rpm, would

drive the wheels directly, without the need

for a clutch or gearbox. 

Misleading impression

Yet, says Lubrizol’s driveline strategic

technology manager Richard Vickerman,

this impression is misleading: “In fact,

there are a lot of different technologies

involved in transmitting the motor torque

to the wheels and those technologies

seem to be changing rapidly.”

“The way I see things now,” he

explains, “many automakers use current

transmission technology, but with the

addition of the electric motors inside the

unit. Others, Toyota for example, are using

specialised transmissions. In both cases,

they are using the fluid to cool and to

lubricate the electric motors.”

So far, he observes, it has

worked out well—but future

developments may pose new challenges,

in terms of lubrication and cooling. “As

time goes by, the nature of the electric

motors will change. For greater efficiency,

they soon will run at higher voltages and

rev up to around 14,000 rpm, from about

6000 rpm now – and then will require more

than one gear ratio between the prime

mover and the wheels.”

Just how many gears will be needed is

another interesting question. “It’s great

that you can get torque from almost zero

rpm from an electric motor, but they, too,

have their operating envelope where

they’re at their most efficient. 

“Combustion engines are getting more

gears or an infinitely variable ratio and

we’re going to see more of that with

electrically driven cars.”

In recent months, two key electric-car

transmission developments have been

revealed. UK specialist Vocis has installed
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Type

Micro 
hybrid

Mild 
hybrid

Full hybrid
(HEV)

Plug-in hybrid
(PHEV)

Extended
range electric
vehicle (EREV)

Battery
electric
vehicle (BEV)

Fuel cell
electric
(FCEV)

Degree of
electrification

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Example

BMW Efficient
Dynamics package

Honda Insight

Toyota Prius

Toyota Prius 
plug-in

Chevrolet 
Volt

Nissan 
Leaf

Honda 
Clarity

Characteristics

Combustion engine stop-start; stores some
deceleration energy in battery

Electric motor assists downsized combustion engine
using energy stored under braking

As above, but larger electric motor is capable of
launching vehicle with combustion engine shut down

As above, but with larger battery capacity and
capable of being recharged from the electric mains

Always powered by electric motor and battery;
auxiliary range-extender combustion engine
recharges battery, also recharged from mains

High capacity batteries, recharged from mains,
power electric motors. No combustion engine; zero
local emissions 

As above, but hydrogen fuel cell supplies current to
motor(s); onboard storage of hydrogen. May have
buffer battery

Electric issues
Analysts now agree that the level of vehicle 

electrification will increase sharply in the years to 

come, confronting engineers with an entirely new 

set of challenges
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its prototype two-

motor, multi-speed

EV transmission 

on the high

performance French

Exagon supercar

concept, and Getrag

has shown a two-

speed, twin-clutch,

electric design that

allows seamless

shifting – just like a

combustion engined, 

DCT-equipped model.

The move to multiple 

speeds may, says Vickerman, 

allow manufacturers to make 

motors smaller and to keep them at 

the optimum point in their power curve.

His view is echoed by Mike Everitt of

Vocis, who says that though the Exagon

transmission is a four-speed, the concept

is “eminently scalable.” 

“It’s set for four speeds at the

moment, but it could easily be three or

six,” he says. “The smaller electric motors

are very helpful, in terms of packaging.”

New component families that will

require attention of lubrication specialists

include:

• In-wheel motors, as developed by

Michelin and Continental. These combine

suspension, steering, braking and traction,

and require only electrical and cooling

connections to the chassis.

• Electric axles will soon become

popular as a quick route to hybridisation

and all-wheel drive (AWD). A combined

electric motor and differential are housed

in the rear axle, while a conventional

engine powers the front. 

• Range-extender powerpacks are 

off-the-shelf modules, integrating a

combustion engine, possibly even a

Wankel rotary, with a generator. They allow

battery-electric vehicles to perform as

plug-in hybrids.

• Electric drive modules, such as those

fitted to the Mercedes SLR AMG e-cell

electric supercar, are more sophisticated.

One motor powers each wheel, allowing

differential and torque vectoring functions

to be carried out by regulating the speed

and torque of each motor.

• Crankshaft-mounted motor-

generators are axially compact motors

that replace the flywheel or torque

converter within the transmission envelope

and provide full hybrid functionality.

• Belt-driven externally mounted

starter generators replace the standard

alternator, harvesting energy under braking

and restarting the engine in stop-start

cycles. Some can provide a limited degree

of launch assist.

• Electric motors pose no real issues,

but newer designs running at higher rpm

will require integrated step-down

gearboxes to suit desired wheel speeds.

• Single-speed gearboxes are fitted to

most EVs, but the chosen ratio is a

compromise between low-speed

drivability, efficiency and maximum speed

capability.

• Multi-speed or variable-speed

transmissions may become necessary, in

order to raise maximum speeds, reduce

motor rpm for greater range and improve

energy efficiency. 

Looking into conductivity

If there is one issue that could be a future

concern when designing fluids for use

with electrified vehicles, it could be that of

electrical conductivity. Naturally, Lubrizol

is already on the case, as Richard

Vickerman explains:

“Clearly, from the point of view of oil

technology, as transmissions become

more and more sophisticated, the

demands on the lubricant increase. If

clutches or push-belt CVTs come back

into the mix, the performance required

from the fluid needs to adjust accordingly

and the value received by the customer

from a high performance fluid will

continue to be significant.”  

Yet, adds Vickerman, the one big

difference between a combustion-engined

vehicle’s driveline and the equivalent in an

EV or hybrid is the presence of high

voltages. “What happens in a vehicle, if

the voltage goes way up? It might cause a

problem, as conductivities aren’t zero.

That’s why we’re looking into the fluid’s

conductivity properties and compatibility

with insulation materials to see if there

could be a problem in this kind of

environment.”

Efficient vehicles are coming, be they

high-efficiency internal combustion

engines or some kind of electric

powerplant, concludes Vickerman.

“There’s no one technology that will cover

all— automakers will ultimately do their

own thing. There will always be lubricant

challenges as they design new types of

systems. In ten years’ time, we may have

completely different technologies that we

wouldn’t recognise today. It’s all going to

get more complicated. The numbers of

different fluids will increase—and we are

already on the case.”

To examine this topic further, join

Lubrizol at the 2011 Global Virtual

Summit.

A Free Online Event

Live: December 7, 2011

Can’t Attend? Watch On Demand,

starting December 9, 2011

Register Now!

http://www.sae.org/events/globvirt/
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Company details

www.lubrizol.com

The Lubrizol Corporation, a Berkshire

Hathaway company, is an innovative

specialty chemical company that

produces and supplies technologies to

customers in the global transportation,

industrial and consumer markets.

Technologies offered through our

Lubrizol Additives business segment

include lubricant additives for engine

oils, other transportation-related fluids

and industrial lubricants, as well as fuel

additives for gasoline and diesel fuel.

Lubrizol’s industry-leading technologies

in additives, ingredients and

compounds enhance the quality,

performance and value of customers’

products, while reducing their

environmental impact. 

With headquarters in Wickliffe, Ohio,

The Lubrizol Corporation owns and

operates manufacturing facilities in 17

countries, as well as sales and

technical offices around the world.

Founded in 1928, Lubrizol has

approximately 7,000 employees

worldwide. Revenues for 2010 were

$5.4 billion. 

For more information, visit

ELECTRICS
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I
n its 65-year history, MIRA has

established itself as one of the

automotive industry’s pre-eminent

research and testing facilities, not

just for the UK motor industry, but

increasingly for OEMs and the supply

chain around the world.

It is unusual, in that MIRA has a full

array of workshops and engineers spanning

every aspect of vehicle technology adjacent

to a secure test track facility. A new

suspension system, for instance, can be

designed from a clean sheet of paper,

fabricated, put through its paces on the

track and then be on a shaker rig, all within

one secure facility – a rarity in the

automotive consultancy industry.

The fact that, in 1952, MIRA had 100

engineers and today has more than 550,

and is still growing, says it all. But to be

successful in the 21st Century, with all the

demands that the motor industry is being

asked to meet, meant that MIRA had to

undertake its biggest shake-up since the

first cars trundled across an 800-metre

stretch of Belgian Pavé 61 years ago.

Embedded expertise

MIRA’s site is huge: it covers 335Ha and,

at its longest point, measures 3.2Kms

across and, at its widest, 2.4Kms. Most of

that is the proving ground, but there are

also a lot of laboratories and buildings

leased to a variety of clients (thirty at

present), predominantly automotive, but

also embracing aerospace, rail transport

and ground military vehicles. For the past

five years, these facilities have been

running at a 98% occupancy rate, which

speaks volumes for the facilities and its

embedded expertise.

The UK is one of the easier places to

set up and run a business, and it is

second only to the USA, in terms of its

research base. Indeed, when it comes to

technology and innovation, its credentials

couldn’t be higher, with global recognition.

English being the main business language

also helps.

Moreover, the Midlands is still the

home of the British motor industry, with

some 1,500 companies in the region

related to the automotive sector and about

€14bn worth of business collectively going

through those organisations, from OEMs

to the supply chain.

The futuristic MIRA Technology Park is

part of the forward plan for the company

laid down by its new CEO Dr George

Gillespie, who made it very clear from the

onset of his appointment in 2009 that

MIRA had to “unlock” its potential.

For the last two years, with a revised

management team in place, a master plan

has been gradually formulated, gaining

pace over the past 15 months, to redefine

the site and its operations, not only to

create space for large numbers of other

businesses that might want to locate to

MIRA, but also to create a new MIRA

engineering facility that will see it through

the next few decades.

As a result, a total of 87.5Ha, with

more than 139,000m2 of floor space, is

being devoted to the MIRA Technology

Park that will see its first clients in situ by

late 2013/early 2014 and fully occupied, at

the latest, by the turn of this decade.

Although it is located within an hour of

Birmingham airport and two from

Heathrow, and is adjacent to major road

and rail links, MIRA’s setting is very rural,

so the Technology Park wouldn’t be

allowed to become a sprawling industrial

complex. Instead, MIRA has opted for a

campus-style design, with a heavy

emphasis on renewables, mainly

photovoltaic, and a minimum Building

Research Establishment Environmental

Assessment Method (BREEAM) rating of

November/December 2011
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Investing in
the future
A €350 million investment will develop the MIRA

Technology Park into a first-rate engineering facility

for the global motor industry, says Terry Spall,

commercial director, MIRA
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‘very good.’ Other on-site amenities will

include an hotel, restaurants, coffee

shops, along with some convenience

retail, tennis courts and sports facilities.

MIRA believes that, if it puts creative

people in a positive environment, then you

will get the most out of them.

Tailor made

The management at MIRA has spent many

hours listening to, and absorbing, what

potential clients from around the globe

want and it became clear from these

discussions that a ‘one size fits all’ policy

wouldn’t work. It wouldn’t be practical for

the simple reason that, as soon as the

clients moved into an office, laboratory or

testing facility, they would immediately

start fine-tuning and rearranging it to their

own needs.

Basically, MIRA has created a route

whereby it can deliver a tailor-made

building for each client, which they can

then lease or purchase at a later date.

Each building will be bespoke to them and

their operations. It will need to fit in with

their corporate identity and their own

strategic plan. The number of engineers

and what type. Is it just offices or

workshops? Does it include laboratories

etc? The number of variables is huge, but

MIRA decided to create a platform that

would allow them to deliver tailor-made

facilities. A further advantage of the MIRA

Technology Park is that clients don’t need

to install costly test facilities, such as

kinematics and compliance (K&C) or

acoustic laboratories, since any one of 35

laboratories, plus the proving ground, can

be hired from MIRA, as and when

required.

Global crossroads

Although the technology park will be

research and design focused, there could

be some light manufacturing to support

those operations. It will also support digital

communications, because of the smart

vehicle work being done at MIRA,

especially with the innovITS ADVANCE

advanced test track on site, which is one

of the few, if any, independent facilities in

Europe. Just as with any new building

development, MIRA has a ‘show home’

that it will shortly be able to present to

potentially interested parties: this is a four-

storey unit, with six configurable client

facilities, containing offices, workshops

and laboratory space that can be

customised to individual needs that will be

open next March.

MIRA’s Technology Park is at the

crossroads of the global motor industry: it

is ideally located between the North

American and European OEMs and supply

chain, and conveniently placed for Far

Eastern OEMs and suppliers seeking to

strengthen their presence in Europe.
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Company details

www.mira.co.uk

Founded in 1946 as the Motor

Industry Research Association, MIRA

has established itself as a world-

class facility for vehicle engineering.

Unlike some test grounds, MIRA has

a full suite of engineering facilities –

from an aerodynamic wind tunnel,

through to a vehicle semi-anechoic

chassis dynamometer. It has recently

commissioned its own innovITS

ADVANCE facility, said to be the only

independent cityscape test facility in

Europe.

Where MIRA doesn’t have full-time

expertise, it has forged strategic

partnerships with world leaders in

the relevant fields, including: Torino

Design for styling; Drive System

Design for specialist transmission

know-how; and Brüel & Kjær for

turnkey noise, vibration and

harshness solutions in China.

MIRA is represented in eight

countries outside the UK - close to

regional automotive hubs including

Japan, China, Korea, Singapore and

Malaysia, India, Turkey and Brazil.

For more information, visit

RESEARCH & DESIGN
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C
urrently, there are 117

vehicles across the world

using Novelis aluminium in a

variety of applications: from

the aluminium-intensive Audi

A8 and Jaguar XJ series to the BMW 7

series one-piece door inners with integral

window frames, for which Novelis won

the BMW Supplier Innovation Award in

November 201l.

On average, Europe’s latest cars with

aluminium in BiW contain 80Kgs of sheet

aluminium, but this will grow to 100Kgs

by 2015, as more manufacturers seek to

gain weight reduction to improve their

products’ green credentials. We see a

big step forward in body-in-white over

the next five years, as vehicle

programmes with a higher content of

aluminium are signed off.

OEMs are pursuing different

strategies, but we see the first step as

using aluminium for hanging parts, such

as doors, boot lids etc, that can be sub-

assembled separately from the complete

body-in-white, so it’s easier to integrate. 

The next step is to go to the body

structure in the

way JLR does with

the XJ, and Audi

with the A8, and

even the A6 that has

some aluminium

structural parts in the body. 

Light weighting with aluminium

allows OEMs to downsize other

components, as there is less mass to

move around, so engine size, for

instance, can be reduced and

manufacturers can consider changing

other materials as well. 

This brings additional weight

reduction, so there is this downward

spiral in weight reduction, all initiated by

using aluminium in the body.

Although we don’t see electric

vehicles (EVs) as a big market yet, it will

develop over the next 10-20 years and

using aluminium in ground up designs

has a big advantage for EVs, allowing

either smaller battery packs or improved

range in lighter cars.

We also see more applications for

crash safety systems; for example,

bumper reinforcements are an area

where we see new applications.

Cars are mainly designed using the

characteristics of steel, so we need to

have material that has formability as near

as possible to steel. To enable the use of

aluminium in more complex parts, such

as door inners or body sides, with

aggressive designs, we are developing

new specification materials that are

being tested by our customers and will

soon be in the market.

While we are continuing to develop

multi-layer Novelis Fusion technology,

which BMW uses for its innovative one-

piece door inner, research is being

conducted into monolithic materials with

different yield strengths.

Part of the growing use of aluminium

for ‘A’ surfaces is down to new materials

that Novelis has invested heavily in

developing: Ac-170Px is a high quality

outer skin that allows high formability

and hemming performance for bonnets
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Towards a lightweight
Aluminium is stepping out of the shadows of steel to become the material 

of choice for vehicle makers as they strive to make their products lighter, 

more efficient and more environmentally friendly. By Daniel Jubera, 

Novelis director sales and marketing automotive Europe 

BMW-7 series door inners

One-piece aluminum door structures,
with integral window frames, to a
design that is not achievable with
conventional aluminum products.
Made possible by using Novelis
FusionTM, the new doors are 25 percent
lighter than a similar steel design.

Aluminium sheet during the

production process at Novelis’s

Sierre plant in Switzerland.
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door outers and complex door outers.

Another new product is Ac-600PX,

which can be used for inner and outer

panels or structures. It’s also 20%

stronger material, so the gauge can be

reduced by as much as 15%, which

implies further weight and cost

reductions by using less material. And

because of its strength, it can be used

especially in large parts.

We also have another new material

called Ac-300 T61, which is a high

strength crash alloy. Some aluminium

alloys are brittle and can crack under

crash conditions, but this new

specification bends to absorb energy,

meaning it can be used for long crash

members or bumper beams.

New trends on the

horizon will increase

formability, strength and

deliver higher levels of

corrosion resistance. We

believe that the right

material mix is  very

important for the future,

which is why we are

investing in researching

techniques for joining

together different materials,

such as steel/aluminium/

carbon fibre, as OEMs

develop multi-material body

structures.

Initially, aluminium is more expensive

per kilo than steel. But since less

aluminium is used for a given part, that

saves weight and reduces the initial cost

gap. Further cost savings come over the

complete lifecycle with improved fuel

consumption and reduced CO2

emissions.

The growth in end-of-life recycling is

also an important trend, particularly

when you consider that it only takes 5%

of the energy needed to recycle

aluminium, compared to the energy

needed for the primary aluminium. 

We work very closely with the OEMs

to define closed loop systems, so that we

can supply aluminium from their own

scrap, and it’s why we will create products

that allow higher amounts of recycled

aluminium than we currently have.

Big impact on footprint

Novelis’ strategy is that, by 2020, 80% of

our sheet aluminium will come from

recycled material – that’s a big impact on

our CO2 footprint and will help our

customers meet their sustainability

objectives.

Today, Europe is the biggest market

for body-in-white aluminium, but we see

demand growing in other areas: North

America and especially Asia where

European OEMs are starting to build the

same vehicles as they manufacture in

Europe.

To this end, Novelis has recently

announced two significant investments

that will expand even further its capacity

to respond to escalating demand for

automotive sheet. It will invest

approximately $200 million to expand by

200 kilotons its rolling operations in

Oswego, NY, and a further $400 million

to expand aluminum rolling capacity and

recycling infrastructure in Asia;

meanwhile we have opened our first

Chinese offices in Shanghai.

These announcements come on top

of the 2008 investment of $32 million

investment in Novelis 

Fusion casting technology at Sierre,

Switzerland, in 2008, and a further 

$11 million at the site last year.

Novelis wants to grow with the

market to prepare ourselves for global

demand, so we are available to all of our

customers worldwide. We are committed

to being a global business, so that we

can supply our clients with the same

high quality materials, irrespective of

where their assembly plants are located.
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www.novelis.com

Novelis is the leading producer of
rolled aluminium products in
Europe and South America, the
number two producer in both
North America and Asia, and the
global leader in aluminium
beverage can recycling.

For more than 40 years, Novelis
has been the leading global
innovator of aluminium for the
automotive industry, pioneering
new alloys, treatments and finishes
that enable automakers to create
lighter weight, fuel-efficient cars
and trucks.

In November 2011, Novelis was
one of BMW’s nine suppliers of the
year, winning its Lightweight
Construction category, in
recognition of its development of a
new type of multi-layer aluminium
sheet that enables BMW to
manufacture one-piece aluminium
door structures, with integral
window frames, to a design not
achievable with conventional
aluminium products. The new
doors are 25% lighter than a
similar steel design.

future 

Audi A8 tunnel

The use of Novelis FusionTM has

enabled Audi to increase the

strength of the floor tunnel, thus

reducing overall vehicle weight and

meeting the latest global crash

requirements.  

Laser-cut aluminium automotive sheet at the

Novelis plant in Nachterstedt, Germany.

MATERIALS
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I
n less than three years, vehicle

manufacturers will need to have

added several electronic safety

systems to their entire product

lines to comply with European

Union directives. The European

Commission is planning to add more

to the list. But the systems now being

considered are forcing OEMs and tier

one suppliers to re-evaluate how they

approach designing safe behaviour

into a complex network of electronic

subsystems. 

In 2008, the European Commission

decided, after analysing casualty

statistics,that electronic stability

control should be made mandatory.

From 2014, all new vehicles must use

such systems. Developers of new

passenger cars had a more stringent

deadline: to ensure they had stability

control in place by November 2011. 

Attention is turning to systems that

put even more control in the hands of

the electronic control units (ECUs)

within the vehicle. Features such as

advanced emergency braking –

engaging when the vehicle in front is

deemed by the computer to be too

close – are likely to be made

mandatory in cars. But, because of the

cost, the commission decided to

impose them, along with lane-

departure warnings, only on new

heavy vehicles going on sale from

2013. However, various features are

being added voluntarily by car makers,

in the attempt to win sales.

Richard Robinson, director of the

automotive, multimedia and

communications service at Strategy

Analytics, explained at the 2011

European Semiconductor Forum:

“ECU revenues are increasingly

coming from advanced safety

applications, particularly in Japanese-

and German-produced vehicles. The

active safety market is still pretty

small, in unit terms, with fewer than

110 million systems installed in 2011.

But growth is quite significant, with

stability control, parking sensors and

adaptive lighting all showing good

growth.”

Mark Walker, senior engineer at

modelling software specialist The

MathWorks, comments: “The level of

complexity in how these systems are

coupled is going up and the way

information is shared around a system

is changing. For example, active

safety systems will communicate with

powertrain functions.”

Robinson says instances of this

can be seen in the use of cameras in

vehicles, with the same units being

used for multiple functions, such as

collision avoidance, lane detection and

traffic sign recognition. The sensor

inputs are handled by a variety of

ECUs that work together to act on

signs of danger, but this trend is

raising a red flag of its own.

Systems complexity

“What worries me is the increasing

complexity of systems that are being

developed and used,” states Tom

Anderson, founder of Praxis Critical

Systems and now an independent

safety consultant. “A very tiny

compromise in a digital system may

be disastrous for the whole system.”

If a car is using sensors in order to

generate warnings, software failures

may simply result in irritating false

alarms. But automakers are

developing lane-assistance functions

that do not just warn the driver

haptically when leaving the lane by

creating a rumble strip-like vibration,

but produce a steering torque that

brings the vehicle back into lane. This
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Unintended
consequences
Electronics are increasingly controlling a vehicle’s safety system. 

But are they reliable? Chris Edwards investigates

Martyn Thomas: “It is

not easy to determine

why a recall occurred.

You don’t even know

whether a particular

accident was caused by

a software problem”

OUTLOOK 2012
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introduces the risk of the computer

steering the vehicle at the wrong time

and potentially into danger.

Independent consultant software

engineer Martyn Thomas says the

following of an industry that has been

beset in recent years with difficult-to-

diagnose faults serious enough to

warrant expensive product recalls: “It

is not easy to determine why a recall

occurred. You don’t even know

whether a particular accident was

caused by a software problem. You

may have a suspension system that

usually stiffens at the right time, but

sometimes it doesn’t, because of a

software fault. If, as a result, you spin

off the road one time, there is no metal

fatigue to look at. There was just the

software that was always there. You

would probably never know that the

accident was caused by software.”

Proper investigation

And he adds: “There is at least a

proper investigation process in the

airline industry that means these

analyses and recommendations are

carried out. That you don’t see in other

industries.”

Seeing the potential hazards, the

automotive industry is adopting

practices from other industries, such

as aviation and industrial control, that

are designed to improve safety. The

IEC 61508 standard is now widely

recognised and the industry has

adopted several recommendations

from the Motor Industry Software

Reliability Association (MISRA). 

But, in response to the massive

increase in the complexity of vehicle

control systems, national initiatives

from France and Germany clubbed

together to form the basis of a safety

standard that would focus on electronic

systems in road vehicles. The result

was the ISO 26262 standard, published

officially – barring one of its 10 parts –

in November 2011.

The biggest change implied by the

adoption of ISO 26262 is the

introduction of the safety-case

concept. This is a document that

describes the way in which the

designers establish the evidence that

their systems will not behave in an

unsafe way.

Walker says the publication will not

change overnight the way in which

vehicle makers develop systems:

“MISRA has been defining good

practice for 20 years plus. But each

automaker and tier one supplier will

have to look at the standard and

decide what their response to ISO

26262 will be. They have to map their

activities into how the standard

expects you to build that safety case.

They are all planning how that

mapping will work.

Answers needed

“I think it’s big enough that it will be

taken up. Every big automaker will

have to have an answer. If you get

something like sudden unintended

acceleration happening and it causes

accidents, the question will be: what

practices were used during

development? If I ignored ISO, it will

be a harder case to make that you

took the proper precautions.

Compared to the rest of the industry,

you will be an outlier. And, if you’re an

outlier, you will have to show your

practices are at least consistent with

the standard. It’s big enough for that

to happen.

“ISO 26262 provides guidance on

how you do something,” he adds.

“You say, ‘I do this, using this

simulation or test generation to work

towards this objective’. And that is

what people are building a map for.”

Companies are using simulation

tools not just to plan how components

in the system will talk to each other,

but also to perform failure mode

effects analysis (FMEA) to see what

happens when faults occur in the

network. 

Moving ahead

“FMEA is a good way to work out

which scenarios to consider,” says

Walker. “But it doesn’t tell you the

cases you haven’t thought of. Using

formal analysis, you can run a proof on

a model that asks a very different kind

of question: ‘Is there any way the

system can do this?’ 

For example, is it possible to

engage the hand brake, while you are

going round a corner? Those

techniques are now common and can

be used in pretty large-scale models.

Formal techniques are definitely

moving on.”

Martyn Thomas concludes: “You

see a number of companies doing

things well in various industries. There

are a number of different formal,

mathematical methods being used in

aviation, even though they are not

mandated, because it is seen as a

cheaper way of getting to the level of

assurance they need.”

ISO 26262 is just the start of a

process that will see the OEMs and

subsystem manufacturers make major

changes to the way in which they

develop safer vehicles.
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Mark Walker: “MISRA has

been defining good

practice for 20 years

plus. But each automaker

and tier one supplier

will have to look at the

standard and decide

what their response to

ISO 26262 will be”
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